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THE DREAMS OF CEDRIC GRACIA AND TOP ENDURO CHAMPIONS HAVE 

COME TRUE. THE DUAL COMPOUND IN THE X-FIRE SOLE DELIVERS 

MORE GRIP THAN YOU EVER BELIEVED WAS POSSIBLE, WHILE THE 

CLEAT AREA DESIGN ENABLES EVEN FASTER CLIPPING. PROTECTED 

BY A MULTILAYER UPPER WITH THERMOWELDED PROTECTION, 

WELCOME TO THE DAWN OF THE DEFINITIVE ENDURO SHOE.
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From the editor...

FREE
DMR V12 PEDALS
When you subscribe! 

See p43 

APRIL

Richard Owen, Editor

I’m hoping that by the time this mag hits the shelves, we’ve at last seen the 

back of this soggiest of winters that has taken its toll on many a trail 

and bearing seal. While it takes some fairly hefty weather to keep 

most of us mountain bikers from doing what we love, I will admit 

to getting a tad frustrated if I’m spending as much time on the 

post-ride clean and relube as I did on the ride itself – as has 

been the case of late. Fortunately for us at WMB, we’re about to 

leave sodden Britain behind for a week as we head off to more 

clement climes in the French Maritime Alps for our annual 

Trail Bike of the Year review. Five riders, 25 bikes and mile 

upon mile of bone dry trails (it’s a tough job sometimes). 

But wait, all that is to come next issue, enjoy this one!



Hans Rey simply doesn’t ride crap bikes; this is his 30th year riding GT 

Bicycles because he knows a sweet ride when he throws a leg over one – 

like the all-new 2016 Sensor Carbon. Like us, you’ll probably never 

ride as good as Hans or blaze the same amazing trails he has, but check 

out the legendary GT performance at your local GT dealer today to at 

least get a little taste.

Check out the 2016 GT Sensor family at GTBicycles.com/KissMyAOS

#KISSMYAOS

LEGENDARY.
PERFORMANCE

›

GT Sensor Carbon Pro
SRP £4,299.99

Sensor models from £1,499.99 

Web: cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk  Tel: 01202 732288     
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Our mission

100% expert, impartial advice 

you can trust - every month

How
we test

our ratings explained

W
hat Mountain Bike is brought to you 

by the most authoritative team in 

the business. We’ve tested 

thousands of bikes, components 

and items of clothing on trails 

across the world. This means that 

when it comes new kit, we cut 

through the hype and aren’t afraid to tell you exactly how 

it is. We ride on a huge variety of trails to make sure we 

push everything to the limit - and beyond. We’re mountain 

bikers first and foremost and know how important it is to 

get the best gear possible with your hard earned cash. 

That means you can get on with enjoying your ride, safe in 

the knowledge that we’ve done the hard work for you.

Accurate

We measure, check 

and re-check 

everything with our 

own equipment so 

you get hard data –  

not just the claimed 

figures. We make sure  

our testers cross-

reference their 

experiences to ensure 

total reliability.

To arm you with the 

best buying advice 

available, so you get 

the greatest 

pleasure – and value 

– from your biking 

passion. 

Our tests are…

Relevant

Every month we test 

newcomers against 

our price benchmarks 

across the entire 

cross-country and trail 

riding spectrum. We 

constantly review our 

scores to make sure 

they’re graded relative 

to the best items 

currently on sale.

Comprehensive

We test more  

bikes and gear than 

anyone else and 

collectively we’ve 

been doing it for over 

150 years. Our expert 

male and female 

testers put in 

thousands of trail 

miles each to get the 

complete picture.

Independent

Products from 

advertisers are tested 

to the same exacting 

standards as anyone 

elses and no-one pays 

to be in our tests. 

Our long term 

credibility with our 

readers is more 

important than selling 

advertising pages.

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very Good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

our coveted awards

WINNER VALUE



This is where we 

test and rate the 

newest bikes from 

across the entire 

spectrum of riding 

to see how they 

stack up against 

our benchmarks. 

We take two 

similar items of 

gear and pit them 

against each other 

to find out which 

is best. From forks 

to flat pedals, we 

do it all here.

Take four bikes 

designed with a 

common purpose 

or price and 

thrash them until 

there’s only the 

winner left 

standing. Simple. 

Find out what’s 

really market 

leading with our 

biggest, most 

comprehensive 

grouptest as ten 

products get 

ridden and rated.

Catch up with our 

adventures on our 

personal test 

bikes, see  mods 

we’ve made and 

which bits of kit 

we’re currently 

loving or loathing. 

Six products 

across a range of 

prices are tested 

against each other 

to find out what 

offers the best 

performance  

and value.  

A trio of 

affordable but 

essential items 

are put through 

our rigorous 

testing procedure 

and a winner 

is crowned.

TESTING EXPLAINED

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE > APRIL 2016 > 11
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Santa Cruz
Hightower CC
£7049 The more aggressive  

heir to the beloved Tallboy LT 
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A
n aptitude for big-mountain riding, 

thoughtful frame features and have-it-your-

way wheel size versatility should put the 

Hightower on the radar of any rider seeking 

an aggressive trail bike. Against the 

relentless march of progress even the best 

bikes grow long in the tooth. Such was the 

case with Santa Cruz’s well-regarded Tallboy LT, which the 

Hightower replaces. Aside from wheel size and rear-

suspension travel (which is still pegged at 135mm) these 

two bikes are vastly different machines. The Hightower’s 

head angle is 2.5 degrees slacker and the chainstays are 

15mm shorter than its predecessor.

Hightower highlights
The host of refinements introduced with the latest 

iteration of the Nomad and incorporated into the 

redesigned Bronson and 5010 are also present in the 

Hightower. A carbon sleeve moulded into the down tube 

makes routing a shift cable to the rear derailleur a painless 

procedure and the Hightower’s lower VPP link has been 

tucked above and behind the bottom bracket shell, 

shortening the rear end. The Hightower also gets a Boost 

148x12mm thru-axle and a 31.6mm diameter seat tube 

to accommodate a 150mm RockShox Reverb dropper 

post, which comes stock on all six complete bikes.

Like the Nomad, the Hightower has ‘double wishbone’ 

upright braces between the seat- and chainstays to bolster 

rear end stiffness. This was made possible by designing 

the Hightower without regard for a front derailleur. So if 

you’re not down with single-ring drivetrains, this is not the 

bike for you. 

Patagonia proving grounds
Santa Cruz hosted a media launch in the Aysén region of 

southern Chile.

This sparsely populated landscape is dominated by 

sprawling sheep and cattle ranches, glacial lakes, and the 

ever-present Andes Mountains that form the spine of 

South America.

The trip was more than the typical product launch 

junket. It was also an opportunity to test a new race 

format. The promoters at Montenbaik, who, by the way, 

put on some of the best races in the Enduro World Series, 

are experimenting with a new breed of stage racing. The 

concept is to create a race that is burlier than the typical 

cross country event, but not quite as harrowing as enduro 

racing has become. In short, a trail biker’s bike race.

On paper, this four-day “adventure rally” format 

seemed like the ideal proving grounds for a 29er trail bike.

The terrain we rode varied dramatically. We plunged 

down scree fields, carved through loamy forests, traversed 
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1The Virtual Pivot Point 

suspension systems is a 

modern classic

2 RaceFace cranks are seen on 

more and more bikes

 3 Stiffness is no concern

4 SRAM’s 1x11 groupsets are 

more than capable of tackling 

backcountry trails

miles of dusty plains and interloped through more than a 

few cow pastures.

Interest in mountain biking is on the rise in South 

America, but trail development is still in its formative 

stages. Many of the rough-cut trails we rode were 

scratched into the earth only days before our arrival. Other 

times we found ourselves blazing trail with nothing to 

follow but the breadcrumbs on our guide’s GPS.

While less developed than the trail networks many of 

us are accustomed to riding, the Hightower proved to be a 

keen companion on these off-track explorations.

How does the Hightower stack up?
In 2012, we called the Tallboy LT a “benchmark buster” for 

trail bike performance. The combination of agile geometry, 

a category-leading lightweight carbon frame, and 

performance-driven VPP suspension tune made the 

Tallboy LT a force to be reckoned with.

For the time, and in comparison with its peers, it was a 

revolutionary machine. It was light and possessed 

uncanny agility at a time when many riders as well as 

reviewers were still complaining about the lack of 

nimbleness inherent in big-wheeled bikes. But times and 

rider preferences have shifted dramatically in the years 

that followed.

We threw a leg over a Tallboy LT prior to the Hightower 

launch so We’d have a clear point of reference in 

reviewing its replacement. And as it turns out, the two 

bikes ride dramatically different.

In comparison with many of today’s popular 29er trail 

bikes, such as the Trek Remedy 29, Yeti SB4.5c, Pivot 429 

Trail and Evil’s The Following, the Tallboy LT feels like an 

over-forked XC rig. It’s a bike that prefers to be steered 

from the handlebar, rather than leaned through turns like 

a modern trail bike, and requires the rider to swing the 

rangy rear end through tight turns. 

In contrast, the Hightower feels spot-on contemporary. 

It has a balanced, steer-from-the-saddle feel. The steep, 

74.3 degree seat tube angle places the rider in a good 

stance for climbing and makes it easy to weight the front 

end to prevent wheel flop on steep climbs.

The long front centre and the 67 degree head tube 

angle, both of which are par for the course for modern trail 

bikes, instill confidence at high speeds without making the 

Hightower feel cumbersome when riding slow speed tech.

The Hightower with the stock Monarch RT3 shock 

pedals well in the open position with enough free stroke to 

serve up traction without falling victim to the dreaded 

mid-stroke wallow. Riders looking for more shock will be 

glad to know the Hightower can accommodate a 

piggyback shock with enough room remaining in the main 

triangle for a water bottle.

1

2 3 4
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29 versus 27.5+
Is it a 29er that can fit 27.5+ wheels and tyres, or a 27.5+ 

bike that’s also compatible with 29in wheels? It may not 

matter much, because Santa Cruz offers the Hightower in 

three builds per wheel size.

On the third day of our Chilean adventure we rode the 

Hightower with 27.5+ wheels and tyres. Santa Cruz specs 

the 27.5+ version of the Hightower with Easton’s ARC 40 

rims laced to SRAM, DT Swiss 350 or Industry Nine hubs, 

depending on the build. Maxxis Rekon and Ikon tyres in 

the 27.5x2.8 size come standard on all plus-sized kits.

According to Santa Cruz, the company prefers the 

performance of these slightly smaller plus-sized tyres to 

the more voluminous, 27.5x3in size. The Hightower is able 

to fit a full 3 inch plus tyre, but mud clearance is tight.

If you’re new to plus-bikes, it’s important to note how 

critical finding the right tyre pressure is. The envelope for 

optimum performance is incredibly narrow. If you’re 1-2psi 

too high, the ride will be bouncy. Too low and you’ll 

experience excessive tyre squirm while cornering. After 

much experimentation I settled on 15psi in the front and 

approximately 16psi in the rear.

The ride turned out to be well-suited to the 27.5+ 

format. The terrain was generally rolling, with loose, rocky 

BUYER’S GUIDE      See more high-end trail bikes on p111
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climbs, plenty of dusty double-track, and miles of 

bushwhacking with no discernible trail in sight. The climbs 

felt slower and overall the bike felt slightly less agile with 

the fatter treads. Despite this, the format certainly has 

merit if you’re looking to maximise traction and flotation.

This conversion from 29er to 27.5+ isn’t exactly plug 

and play, however. In order to keep the geometry relatively 

consistent between wheel and tyre sizes, the rider must 

swap a chip located on the upper shock link and replace 

the stock 140mm Pike with a 150mm version. We would 

have preferred that Santa Cruz just sold the Hightower 

with a 150mm fork. Not only would this have made the 

27.5+ conversion easier, it’s also the preferred setup of 

many Santa Cruz employees.

5 With a chip and fork swap, 

the Hightower transforms into 

a plus-bike

6 The CC version is Santa 

Cruz’s higher-end model

7 Maxxis plus sized treads are 

some of the best we’ve used

5 6 7
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1 We swapped the stem for 

a shorter model to bring the 

bike to life

2 Effective 2x gearing

 3 Fox’s Evol air can boosts 

performance

4 The Fox 34 is a decent fork, 

if not a test-winner

1 2 3 4
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I
n 2014, Orbea launched a completely redeveloped 

Rallon, just days after it was put through its paces in 

the last race of the enduro World Series. It quickly grew 

in reputation as one of the best value and most 

coveted rides in enduro. The 2016 X30 is the cheapest 

of the Rallon range, which is made up of three bikes 

that share the same geometry. Orbea don’t offer a 

carbon version in a bid to keep the price down whilst 

offering a more competitive component package. At a 

touch under 15kg (33lb) the hydroformed aluminium 

Rallon is a touch on the porky side but feels solid and 

carries a lifetime warranty.

Orbea offer custom build options on their website and 

build the bikes to order from their factory in Spain. Our test 

bike was the stock entry level model with a solid 

specification for the asking price which includes a Fox 34 

fork and Float rear shock, Shimano SLX running gear and 

Race Face finishing kit. 

Garish colours and unique tubing shapes make Orbeas 

160mm travel bike stand out. There is a lot going on here 

but the Spaniards have worked hard to keep the Rallons 

lines tidy yet somewhat industrial. The cable routing has 

been thought about and sits neatly on the top of the 

downtube in a way that avoids cable rub at the headtube 

and the welds look tidy underneath paint that seems to 

withstand knocks well.

The ride
On paper the numbers look bang on for what you’d want 

from an enduro slayer and they add up on the trail too. 

The large frame has a 640mm effective top tube length 

and that with a generous seat angle gives a super 

comfortable riding position for pedally sections. The 

Rallon benefits from clever adjustable geometry that can 

drop the bottom bracket by 7mm and increase both head 

and seat tube angles by 0.5 degrees. This takes the head 

angle to 65.5 and seat angle to 74.5 degrees and is done 

through an easy rotation of the shock mount pin.

However, it’s the suspension geometry that really is the 

highlight of this bike. Even with the Fox Float DPS 

Performance shock on open it doesn’t feel like you’re 

pedalling a 160mm travel bike. To us, it felt like the open 

setting was all that was needed in 90% of situations, with 

only the really steep climbs having us switch settings. 

The double chainset gives plenty of gear options for the 

up hills but there are ISCG 05 mounts for a chain device 

should you want a 1x setup. On the downs, the slack head 

Orbea Rallon X30
£2239  The latest incarnation of a purist’s enduro favourite

angle and 1,205mm wheelbase keep the Rallon stable.

We switched out the 70mm stem for a 50mm and 

replaced the 760mm bars for a wider set. It was these 

changes that really brought the bike to life and gave the 

confidence to push it harder. The super short 420mm 

chainstays help create a fun and poppy ride inspiring us 

to find any opportunity to get the bike on the back wheel. 

Maxxis High Roller and Ardent tyres strike a great 

combination of predictability up front, whilst giving the 

back wheel permission to get rowdy, particularly in poor 

conditions.

The own brand Orbea Digit manual dropper seatpost 

was a real frustration. Spanish designers have created a 

marriage between seat clamp and post that should make 

dropping the seat while on the move easy. Using a slot 

cut into the post and a guide on the seat clamp, the post 

can move up and down but isn’t allowed to twist. You will 

always end up with the seat inline with the top tube, 

eventually. It might work in Spain where it’s always dry 

and the post remains greased but it just became stressful 

in muddy UK conditions with the post regularly sticking. A 

standard post and clamp or a remote dropper would be 

the answer here.

It was also disappointing to see the lack of lock-on 

grips. Again, perhaps an oversight, without full 

consideration of the British weather. With just one heavy 

shower the grips became motorbike throttles, twisting 

with every change in body position.

In short
With its main competition around the £2500 price point, 

the entry level Rallon represents great value for money 

and you’ll have some change in your pocket for the 

upgrades you’ll no doubt find yourself wanting. A remote 

dropper post is the biggest miss from an otherwise 

competitive spec sheet but locking grips and a shorter 

stem would also help maximise enjoyment on the trail.

BUYER’S GUIDE     For more mid-range trail bikes see p109

An impressive, value for money intro to 

enduro. Could be perfected with a few tweaks
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I
f you’re browsing the net looking for bargain bike bits 

chances are you’ve come across the massive Bike-

Discount.de but you might not have found their Radon 

range of bikes. Don’t dismiss them as just the latest 

Deutsch direct sell outfit following on the heels of 

Canyon and YT either as they’ve been going for 25 

years back home in Bonn. Does all this translate to a 

bargain bomber on the trail though?

Upwardly mobile
If you’re a regular reader of bike tests involving German 

brands you won’t be surprised a lot of emphasis has been 

put on the climbing and pedalling performance of this 

bike. Radon claim the complete frame without shock 

comes in under 2kg and at just 12.75kg for a size large it’s 

a very light bike for 160mm of travel. There’s a very 

aggressive initial damping feel of the Rock Shox Monarch 

Plus rear shock. This means you can put plenty of power 

through the rear wheel without any movement from the 

shock besides the initial sag. The Rock Shox Pike RCT3 fork 

is a Dual Position model so you can drop the nose of the 

bike 30mm and steepen the handling angles to stop the 

steering flopping from side to side on particularly slow 

and vertical climbs. While it’s been designed for endless 

German fire road climbs the steepened steering also works 

really well on the stacks of tight upward turning hairpins 

you’ll find at most UK trail centres. The Schwalbe Hans 

Dampf  tyre pairing comes with a harder compound 

PaceStar rear version to add some rolling speed without 

compromising decent all round all weather grip. The DT 

Swiss E1700 Spline wheels are stiff and responsive thanks 

to their high tension direct pull lacing and the lightweight 

SRAM XO1 transmission is driven by a reasonably stiff 

Race Face Turbine crank. Even the Ergon GE1 grips are 

shaped over a hard rubber centre for long haul 

ergonomics. 

Radon Slide Carbon  
160 9.0 HD
£3099 Light weight, high value cruiser but not a charger 
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1 The Monarch shock feels 

harsh off the top

2 Stubby stem and wide bar 

are good to see

 3 Stiff swiss wheels from DT

4 Race Face cranks are some 

of our favourites

5 The Dual Position Pike 

doesn’t feel as good as a Solo 

Air one

Coming up short
Even on our large sample the 60mm stem, steep seat 

angle and relatively short 614mm top tube mean those 

grips aren’t far away from the saddle. That makes it hard 

to get a decent pull from the bars and push on the pedals 

to drive the pace rather than just resigning yourself to a 

more upright spinning position. If you’re hoping to get 

maximum control and confidence dividends from the long 

travel suspension once you’ve started descending you’ll 

potentially be underwhelmed too.

The numbers all look okay in theory – 66.8 degree 

head angle is steeper than the slackest semi DH bikes in 

its category, but the 435mm rear chainstays, 1180mm 

wheelbase and low 335mm bottom bracket should 

produce an inherently stable baseline. The stiff 35mm 

diameter, 760mm wide Race Face bar means plenty of 

leverage to muscle through any twitch that does start in 

the front end. The trouble is that the shock tune and short 

reach leave you perched up high on the bike rather than 

dropping you into it and connecting you with the ride.

Things get worse once the trail starts getting rowdy as 

once they’re moving both the rear shock and Dual Position 

fork blow through their travel with little provocation. That 

means it completely squanders its suspension travel in 

terms of control and you’ll often see the travel markers 

way up the fork and shock shafts without having hit 

anything significant. Because it’s so linear you have to run 

more pressure which in turn creates a firmer start stroke. 

Repeated rock and root slaps make for a very clattery, 

speed sapping feel on rougher trails and the more you try 

and force it to go faster, the more it’ll complain and the 

more factors like the hard grips and short position will get 

in the way of your fun. As soon as you start dropping your 

heels and trying to rail the bike through corners or work 

the Avid Guide RS brakes hard with late braking, the fore 

and aft pitch of the bike is really disconcerting and hard to 

predict. Perhaps unsurprisingly the lightweight frame 

starts to shimmy and get out of shape when you’re 

pushing hard too which adds another element of 

unpredictability to the mix

There’s potential to work with volume adjusting 

spacers in both shock and fork (DP forks become spacer 

compatible this year) and maybe even a shock remap to 

reboot the ride characteristics of this otherwise impressive 

value, lightweight cruiser. But with so many very well 

sorted bikes available in this category, a ton of suspension 

faffing just to make it okay, not even outstanding, doesn’t 

really appeal. That makes the even lighter and faster Slice 

140 bikes seem like a better bet for fans of efficient 

distance devouring as the suspension behaviour will be 

less of an issue with less travel to get lost in.

BUYER’S GUIDE      See more mid-range trail bikes on p109

Very well equipped, lightweight, trail 
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T
here’s been a massive upsurge in the 

amount of steel framed, hardcore hardtails 

available recently but the Shan is the only 

we’ve ridden based on a 160mm travel fork 

not a 140mm unit. This obviously puts 

serious strain on the front of the frame if you 

hit an over-ambitious launch or plough 

headlong into a rock field in the way that our DVO 

Diamond fork encouraged. That’s why Production Privee 

have built this beast around a triple butted Japanese steel 

tube set with big 38mm diameter down tube and 35mm 

diameter top and down tubes. The dramatically sloped top 

tube increases strength while the BB92 press fit bottom 

bracket means the bridgeless back end is big enough to fit 

2.4in Maxxis tyres onto the 142x12mm axle secured rear 

wheels. The dropouts can be swapped for 26in wheel 

Production Privee Shan 917 
£455* Big travel big mountain hardtail for ironclad insanity 

versions and an ISCG mount is ready for chain tensioners. 

The brake mount is IS rather direct post mount though and 

bizarrely there’s no internal dropper post routing so the 

external hose/cable needs careful tethering and rub patch 

protection to stop it trashing the Steve McQueen Porsche 

917 inspired Ltd Ed (£29 extra) paint job. 

Magnum
While it’s gorgeous to look at (the custom 650b Spank 

wheels are part of an £818 frame/wheel deal), the Shan 

undoubtedly means serious business. The long stroke 

enduro fork sits at a super slack 65.5 degree angle and the 

front end has a muscular solidity with just a hint of steel 

forgiveness if you really slam it into a block or gas to flat 

from a height. The 600mm top tube on our large meant 

the action was happening right under our nose though 

and we needed to use all the leverage of the 780mm bars 

to keep us on board and on track at times. Even though 

the flattened and un-heat treated rear stays are more 

forgiving than an alloy bike, the amount of abuse the fork 

and front end can suck means you’re going to get a 

battering through your feet when you’re going full gas. The  

72.5 degree seat tube angle means it’s not too cramped 

when seated, while the slack front end wanders a lot on 

steep climbs unless you stand and stomp though.

BUYER’S GUIDE     For more mid-range trail bikes see p109

Sweet looking, slam handling steel DH 

hardtail, but slightly short and not stealth 

dropper post compatible *f
ra

m
e 

o
n

ly
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“I can ride as 
fast as you!”
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BRAND NEW GEAR 

Motorbike fans may be familiar with Ohlins, but their 

involvement in MTB has been long under the radar, having 

worked quietly with Cane Creek and Specialized.

But now, Ohlins have come out from the shadows with the 

RFX 34, their first production MTB fork.

Ohlins reckon the one-piece crown and steerer and 

single pinch bolt axle offers as much stiffness as a 

36mm chassis, despite only having 34mm legs. 

Inside, the twin-tube cartridge damper separates 

rebound and compression circuits for incredible 

suppleness and stroke control. Two positive (and 

one negative) air chambers give even more 

control over the spring rate for instantly reactive 

initial stroke and bottom-out resistance.

www.specialized.com

Ohlins RFX 34

£850  Moto tech for MTB
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Like their roadie counterparts, XC 

racers have a deep love of carbon 

components and their weight 

shaving qualities.

While £1600 could never be 

considered cheap, there are a whole 

host of wheels far pricier which 

weigh more than this 1330g pair

The Pro version comes equipped 

with a super clicky hub with nigh-on 

instant 5° engagement for blinding 

reactions to power inputs. This is mated 

to the carbon rims, built around their 

‘RiACT’ lay-up system. We found the 

beefier Stan’s Bravo wheels noticably more 

compliant than usual carbon rims, so we’re 

expecting good things from these as they’re 

raced around the UK this season.

www.paligap.cc

Stan’s Valour  

Pro wheels

£1600 Competition  

class carbon hoops
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Shimano’s shoe offerings have always been strong, 

with their line-up dating back to the birth of the clipless 

pedal (which they invented). In recent years the AM45 

became an absolute classic, especially with those more 

interested in going down than up. These have been 

superceeded by the top-line AM9, the flat-specific AM7 

and the more budget friendly AM5.

The AM5 combines a reasonably stiff sole, thanks to 

glass fibre reinforcement, with a synthetic leather upper, 

who’s mid-top design, along with rubber bumpers is 

built to offer protection from trail debris. A lace and 

velcro strapping system should keep them securely 

fastened to your feet.

www.madison.co.uk 

£70 Gravity orientated SPD slippers

Shimano AM5
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Yep, that’s right this really is a £100 mini-pump. Let’s 

say that again – a one hundred pound mini-pump, for 

chucking in your back pocket or riding pack! To put it in 

perspective though, it is a full £240 cheaper than the 

accompanying track pump, so it’s really a bargain. Honest.

Okay, shocked joking aside, what we have here is, quite 

frankly, one of the best made mini-pumps we’ve seen (on 

the surface at least - we’ll be testing it thoroughly you’ll be 

happy to hear!). 

Silca have combined mirror finished CNC’d alloy internals, 

brass check valves and a self-adjusting, heat sensitive 

leather plunger to give a pump that sits mid-way between 

a high-pressure and high-volume one. 

One thing’s for sure, this needs top dollar performance!

www.saddleback.co.uk

Silca Pocket Impero

£100 Wait, sorry, what?!
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Ever scraped your knuckles up on passing spiny bushes 

as you shred your enduro bike down a gnarly line? Try 

some gloves... Or these AVS Hand Guards.

Bolting to your bars with an alloy support, these are 

designed to fend off those painful thwacks you sometimes 

get when you’re getting a bit too close and personal to 

undergrowth lining the trails.

Inspired by motocross riders, where they’re a common 

sight, so the theory is sound at least – and Nico Vouilloz 

uses his own custom pair. That said, it’ll be a brave tester 

who slings these on their bike first as, aesthetically they’re 

challenging to say the least. Our money’s on Seb...

www.avs-racing.com

AVS Hand Guard

€55 No knuckle draggers here
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1006 grams of rubber go into the Bulldozer and the 

relatively shallow tread is actually reasonably aggressively 

cut. The chamfered central knobs are designed to roll as 

painlessly as possible on harder ground, while the 

supported shoulder should give a confidence inspiring ride 

in the corners. The folding bead certainly helps keep the 

weight competitive, for a plus tyre at least, but early fitting 

suggests a tight fit on the plus sized rims we’ve tried.

www.veetireco.com

Vee Tire Bulldozer

£66 Plus size rubber
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Shimano shifts $$

THEY SAY Shimano American has slashed 

wholesale and retail pricing across its range 

of higher-end components and groups, from 

SLX all the way up to Di2 both road and 

mountain. The changes are component-

specific and vary depending on the part. 

[bicycleretailer.com]

WE SAY Don’t get too excited, as the price 

drops is in the US only. The reason, it seems, 

is the aggressive pricing policy the likes of 

CRC/Wiggle persue with Shimano products, 

whereby it can often be cheaper for retailers 

to buy online than from distributors. 

Who knows though, with SRAM’s NX group, 

Shimano may have to respond over here too.

Next level NX

THEY SAY It’s how you start that 

matters. Whether you’re discovering 

the mountain for the first time or 

you’re an MTB lifer searching for a 

no-nonsense, no-worries 1x drivetrain, 

SRAM NX is ready for action and ready 

to take you there. NX brings you a 

wide range of gear choices engineered 

for simplicity and durability, so you 

can focus on what matters most—the 

ride ahead. 

WE SAY Budget-orientated riders are 

now fully catered for from North 

America’s finest drivetrain 

manufacturer, with the NX group.

With an 11-42t cassette, there’s no 

need for a specific XD driver, and with 

prices being super competitive (£68 

cassette, £58 mech, £22 shifter, £11 

chain) we can see this being a big hit. 

Given SRAM’s compatibility friendliness 

across their 11 speed groups, we reckon 

rock and root tangles won’t be too 

cringe-worthy now either!

WMB FILTER

Chain Reaction Wiggling

THEY SAY In the global online 

retailing market in which we operate, 

there is a compelling industrial logic 

for our two businesses to come 

together to become a stronger force. 

We have long respected Chain 

Reaction Cycles as a business and 

share its values and commitment to 

delivering the best possible price 

and first class service for its 

customers. Like us they have a deep 

seated love of cycling.

WE SAY Big news in the world of 

cycle retailing this month, with 

Wiggle buying Chain Reaction Cycles 

for a rather impressive £300m - we 

wouldn’t mind being Mr/Mrs CRC... 

With Wiggle’s MTB offerings perhaps 

lacking, CRC’s MTB bias makes for a 

good match, business-wise, but it 

remains to be seen what the impact 

on the consumer will be. 

Our opinion is that, while bricks 

and mortar shops may struggle on 

price, good service and hands-on 

help means the good ones shouldn’t 

feel too much of an impact. Online, 

while there’s one less company to 

compete with, there’s still many 

options out there, if you want to 

spend your pennies elsewhere!

Our take on this month’s top stories



THEY SAY The R2C2 Durolux builds on 

what SR Suntour have learnt from 

relentless product testing and development 

work with their athletes. The all-new R2C2 

cartridge is built for high performance as 

well as durability, aiming to give all the 

function of more expensive rivals at a 

fraction of the cost.

 

WE SAY This brand have come on in leaps 

and bounds in recent years, to the point 

where this Durolux long travel offering is a 

credible rival to the big names. The all new 

cartridge damper is designed to be low 

maintenance and user serviceable, while 

still allowing independent adjustment of 

both high and low speed rebound and 

compression damping. It’s a fully featured 

fork and though we don’t have final prices, 

it looks set to shake the fork market up.

Suntour gets serious 

Stan’s defeat    

Spesh

THEY SAY Stan’s NoTubes, 

manufacturer of innovative rims, 

wheels and tubeless products, 

prevailed in a hard-fought battle 

against Specialized Bicycle 

Components, Inc. [...] We are pleased 

to have reached a positive conclusion 

regarding our rim design patent.

WE SAY Spesh have, fairly or not, got 

a rep for persuing patent and 

trademark issues doggedly. Looks like 

Stan’s have one up on them though 

this time with arguments raging over 

the design of their tubeless rims. 

Expect quality wheels to keep coming 

from both though!

Keeping it Level

THEY SAY When it comes to braking 

power and control, we believe in 

freedom of options. We believe that 

there should be an absolute best 

solution for every type of rider and 

every kind of ride; that there really 

isn’t a One-Size-Fits-Most when it 

comes to brakes. That’s the concept 

that led us to the development of 

Level, a new brake designed for the 

needs of modern cross country and 

trail riders.

WE SAY SRAM have been busy! Five 

new brake options, from high-end 

Ultimate level stoppers to, what we 

presume will be, great budget 

options. Dual piston calipers and a 

slim lever should keep weight low.
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Workshop  

wonderings
I’ve been riding for coming up to two 

years now and have a Vitus Escarpe bike 

that I love. As things have started to 

wear out, I’ve noticed that I seem to be 

paying a lot of money for my bike to be 

fixed at my local shop. I know those 

guys have a lot of costs to cover, and 

clearly do a good job, but I’d like to learn 

some skills myself, to save a bit of cash.

I think I’ll be able to look up how to 

do bits and pieces online, but I just 

wondered what you think the essential 

bits and pieces for a workshop are?

Tam, by email 

WMB says: Spannering your own bike 

is a great way to save cash, and learn a 

bit more about your bike too. There’s 

always your local shop for bigger jobs, 

or to rescue you if it all goes wrong!

The basics are worth getting right, 

for sure, and spending a few quid extra 

to get decent quality items could save 

you cash in the long run, as you’re less 

likely to round out bolts, and so on.

For a basic workshop, I’d start with 

the following: a decent set of hex keys 

– I’d get normal L-shaped ones, rather 

than the three-pronged versions or a 

multitool as they’re a lot easier to use 

in fiddly spaces. Ball-ended ones are 

also useful here. It’s worth getting a set 

of Torx keys too, as more and more 

components are using them. As a 

minimum you’ll need a T25, but I’d get 

a full set. Then I’d get hold of a good 

quality cable cutter, which should 

easily snap through inner and outer 

cables, without leaving frayed ends. A 

bottom bracket removal tool to fit your 

particular BB would also be good, and 

a chain tool is a must. A reasonable 

track pump and tyre levers should 

make swapping tyres easier, and a long 

pedal spanner will make removing 

pedals a breeze. 

To make life easier when carrying 

out all of this work, I’d also get a good 

quality maintenance stand, with a 

rotating clamp (rather than a fork-

drop-out-holding one).

That’s most of the basics covered, 

but of course, as you get more into it, 

you can add things like bearing presses 

as you come to jobs that need a 

specific tool.

When it comes to buying your tools, 

look at Park, Pedros and Topeak. Many 

other brands will be decent quality, but 

those three are the biggest names for a 

reason. In one hit, this may all seem 

expensive, but in the long run, it should 

save you plenty of money.

Tom

Spoke recycling
I’m going to re-build a wheel with a new 

rim. The hub will remain the same, so 

can you tell me whether it’s safe to use 

the same spokes?

John, by email

WMB says: Generally speaking, 

re-using spokes isn’t recommended 

because through a wheel’s life it’ll 

stretch and the rim may deform a bit 

too. It can be done, but we’ve heard 

horror stories of wheels being really 

difficult to tension properly. 

We’d bite the bullet and buy a new 

set of spokes – they’re generally 

available for less than a quid each. 

Make sure you get the right length 

(spokes-calculator.dtswiss.com/en is a 

good place to start), ideally new 

nipples, and maybe something such as 

DT Swiss’ Spoke Freeze.

Tom

WMB WORKSHOP
Tech problem? Email wmb@immediate.co.uk



Wider tyres,  

wider rims?
I’m seeing a lot of wider rims out there 

at the moment, especially with these 

new plus bikes. Should I be looking at 

them for my new build? I’m thinking of 

converting my 29er to a plus bike, as 

I’ve seen a few people do this.

Dave T, by Facebook

WMB says: Wide rims change the 

profile of your tyres, making them less 

bulbous and potentially less prone to 

tyre roll. This can be good for 

aggressive riders, or those who want a 

bit more stability from their tyres at 

lower pressures. If you go too wide 

though, your tyre may become too 

square, without enough support for the 

shoulder lugs, and may increase drag 

on smoother trails. Generally most 

generic wheels found on bikes could be 

a bit wider, we feel – up to 30mm 

internally, when run with more 

aggressive trail tyres (cross-country 

riders might want to stay around 

25mm internally).

When it comes to plus-bikes, most 

seem to have 40mm internal-width 

rims, which we feel gives the best 

balance of width versus weight, for the 

current plus tyres on the market. 

Specialized specs 30mm rims with its 

6Fattie bikes, but we found a bit of tyre 

roll when we were pushing them hard. 

However, once swapped to 40mm things 

improved (although weight increased). 

Rims with a 50mm internal width do 

give a great profile, but generally come 

with a weight penalty, which we feel 

detracts from the potential fun you can 

have with these bikes.

One thing to be aware of if converting 

a bike is to make sure tyre clearance 

isn’t going to be an issue on your donor 

frame – plus tyres sit further down the 

seatstays/chainstays than 29er tyres, 

but are a fair bit wider.

Tom 

MTB bodily zen 
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jury prevention.
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Finally
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uscular re
covery and re

generation.

QUICK FIX
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T
he 26in wheel might be all 

but dead, but progress is 

not stupid in its 

relentlessness. For 

evidence, see a whole slew 

of things that have long 

been superseded but are, 

in fact, still with us.

Suspension forks didn’t kill off rigid 

bikes. Suspension frames didn’t kill off 

hardtails. Carbon frames didn’t kill 

aluminium. Aluminium frames didn’t 

kill steel. 11-speed didn’t kill 10-speed. 

Single front rings didn’t kill doubles and 

triples, and so on and on and on…

A glance through our own guide 

(p101) rapidly turns up brand-new rigid 

single-speeders, XC and hardcore 

hardtails, steel frames and all manner 

of gearing, travel and geometry options. 

They’re all still there for the taking, and 

while many are created by small 

companies, what self-respecting 

independent thinker would demand 

their bike was mass-produced anyway?

Back to the future
The question is why, when some old 

designs really do disappear – cantilever 

brakes, seven and eight-speed gears, 

120mm stems – do so many stick 

around? Did the All-Encompassing 

Industry Marketing Conspiracy (© The 

Internet) fail to convert us properly to 

the newest, coolest thing? Or is it that 

– whisper it – good ideas never die?

Take steel, a material superseded not 

once but twice. Cotic still does a roaring 

trade, both with hardtails and, in the 

Rocket, full-suspension frames. Why? 

“Durability!” says Cotic’s main man, Cy 

Turner. “You can buy one of our frames 

and know it will last you years and 

years. That’s important when you’re 

spending a lot of money on a bike. 

“We have original Soul owners with 

frames over 10 years old coming back 

to us for sticker kits because they’re 

getting a respray. We love that. A bicycle 

shouldn’t be a disposable item.

“For the hardtails, we still believe 

steel has something to give in ride feel 

as well. And steel bikes look really pared 

back, and stand out against the larger 

It’s the market, not marketing, that decides which designs succeed

WMB AGENDA
The issues you need to know about

Why good  

ideas never die
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and more over-the-top shaping that’s 

possible with aluminium and carbon.”

The potential for greater shaping was 

only one of the benefits that drove 

designers towards newer materials, of 

course. One of steel’s weak areas is 

weight. But have we got too obsessed 

with weight? “I don’t know about too 

obsessed,” says Turner. “I think the 

weight discussion is in a pretty healthy 

place compared to the late ’90s, when it 

was the be-all and end-all. I think with 

the advent of enduro and the general 

increase in ability, people have accepted 

there’s a balance to be struck. 

“I would say bikes can be too light,” 

continues Turner. “As soon as you start 

compromising stiffness things feel like 

they’re not going in the same direction. 

The bike feels rubbish and you lose 

confidence. That said, the weight of 

good solid kit has come down so much 

frame weight is less and less of an issue.”

Designer Ian Alexander, of Whyte 

Bikes, points to huge changes in ideas of 

strength as well as weight. “I think 

weight in the modern era is probably a 

Why good ideas never die
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reflection of how the intended use has 

evolved… There’s no doubt designers 

have much harder factory testing and 

minimum international testing. 

“The standards laid down by the ISO 

[the International Organisation for 

Standardization, whose acronym looks 

brilliantly non-standard] are 

unquestionably very much harder and 

more rigorous than at any time in the 

history of bicycle design. This is all a 

direct result of mountain bikes being 

pushed harder and further by riders.”

Not dead yet
Whyte doesn’t use steel, but it does 

make plenty of hardtails – another 

‘outmoded’ idea. Why didn’t full-sussers 

kill them off? “Well, I think they have, 

haven’t they?” says Alexander. “The last 

hardtail to win a World Cup DH race 

was…? I think we can be reasonably 

confident a hardtail will never win a 

round of the Enduro World Series. The 

hardtail has been pushed out of some 

areas all together.”

So why does Whyte make them? 

“Well, first and foremost it’s cost. 

Suspension bikes cost more to make. 

More materials, more tooling, more 

components, more manufacturing, 

more testing and, above all, more 

research and development time, 

liaising with the chaps making shocks. 

“There’s no way around it – full 

suspension bikes are in a sort of 

self-imposed economic niche, and have 

an undeniable cost-floor below which it 

would be unwise to venture!”

Yet Whyte, along with Cotic and 

many companies like it, aren’t simply 

pumping out cheap hardtails – or steel 

frames – to mop up sales. Ian Alexander 

is adamant that hardtail design is 

pushing forward as hard as anything 

else. “It’s an unquestionable fact that 

the best hardtails ever made are on the 

shop floor in model year 2016,” he says. 

“I see no reason why our own 

development curve will slow down.”

Why? Because good ideas never 

really die. Marketing doesn’t have the 

power to kill demand – no sane 

marketeer would want that anyway – 

and if there’s demand then someone 

will take the money from supplying it. 

True, it’s harder for a wheel size to 

survive because it relies on a variety of 

elements all feeling the same way. But 

as so many other ‘dead’ ideas prove, it’s 

entirely possible.

Nobody would argue that 26in 

wheels weren’t a good idea. There are 

too many years of too many great bikes 

for that. But are they actually good 

enough that designers will, years from 

now, still be developing them? Only 

time will tell.

Supplie
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WMB says:
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• 27,5’’ FS geometry 130mm travel
• 4-bar Horst link suspension design with progressive rate
• Carbon front triangle, rear alloy stays
• PF30 73mm bottom bracket w/ISCG05
• Tapered HT 1.1/8>1.5, 142 Shimano E-Thru QR, PM 160mm
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P
ower meter aside, Rotor’s triple-drilled cranks are 

impressive in themselves. At 668g including 

battery and chainring, they’re surprisingly light, 

slightly out-shining SRAM’s carbon offering in 

this department. They’re much stiffer too, with 

almost zero appreciable flex when riding hard or bracing 

one’s self on the bars and pushing down hard underfoot. 

Available in 170mm, 172.5mm and 175mm (tested), 

and compatible with any mainstream BB standard, they 

should fit almost any bike. Much like SRAM, Rotor uses a 

single 8mm bolt to both secure and remove the crank arm 

from the spindle, making it a doddle to fit. A single AA 

battery slots into the spindle, and once you’ve paired the 

ANT+ sensor to your bike computer, you’re ready to go. 

Once paired with our Garmin Edge 520, data was 

streamed seamlessly. However, our test crank stopped 

sending signals after a while, which meant we had to 

reconnect our Garmin daily to get it to recognise the crank 

– though the issue may have been with the Garmin. 

Unlike Quarq’s chainring-mounted strain-gauge, the Rex 

only measures the power delivered by your left leg, rather 

than both. If one of your legs is stronger than the other, 

then this will give a slightly misleading representation. We 

often felt the power reading it provided seemed lower 

than we’d expect given our heart-rate and level of 

suffering, indicating a lower VO2 max figure than we’d 

normally expect. Our tester’s left leg is measurably weaker 

than the right, which probably explains this apparent 

under-reading. Nevertheless, a left-leg-only power meter 

still gives relativistic data – useful for comparing efforts 

between days as you train, even if it can’t be relied upon 

to compare total power output between different riders. 

Rotor’s trump card is its oval chainrings. While it’s 

debatable as to whether they result in more power, they 

Rotor Rex 1.1  

INpower £649

Cranks that measure power output 

can be an invaluable training tool. 

We’ve tested two of the best
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Quarq XX1 GXP  

Power Meter £1050

certainly deliver power to the rear wheel more smoothly, 

noticeably reducing wheel-spin on slippery climbs. 

After the ride, Rotor’s Torque 360 software provides a 

graph of the torque supplied by your left leg as a function 

of the angle of the pedal. This can be used to reposition 

the chainring to best complement your natural pedalling 

profile. Again, though, this relies on your legs being 

roughly symmetrical. If you’re still not sold, you can fit 

normal spider-less chainrings instead.  

After putting it through the muddiest Welsh trails and 

plenty of unsympathetic jet-washing too, the Rotor has 

shown no reliability issues so far, remaining dry inside the 

battery chamber. If you’re sold on oval rings and want to 

get the most out of them, and have roughly symmetrical 

legs, this could be the power meter for you. 

www.velotechservices.co.uk
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Q
uarq’s current generation XX1 power meter has 

been redesigned to work exclusively with 

SRAM’s one-by gearing systems and features a 

variety of crank lengths, Q factors and BB types 

to suit nearly every bike. Ours came with 

175mm crank arms, a 168mm Q factor and a GXP BB 

fitment, so just needed an 8mm Allen key and five 

minutes to fit. Pairing to an ANT+ compatible device is 

also easy and so far we haven’t had any issues with our 

Garmin not finding or recognising the power meter. 

The Quarq power meter has a claimed accuracy of + or 

– 1.5% and our testing seems to bear this out. We 

cross-referenced our Strava times against power readings 

and the numbers added up. 

Older power meters were susceptible to temperature 

changes, but Quarq has addressed this with what it calls 

multipoint temperature compensation. This basically 

means every power meter is individually calibrated at the 

factory, hopefully eliminating temperature effects on 

power measurement. We’ve mostly been testing in the 

British winter, so it’s hard to make an accurate assessment 

of these claims, but the test bike regularly goes from a 

warm house into the frigid morning air and so far we’ve 

not experienced any power drift or unexpected readings.

At 712g all in, it’s slightly heavier than Rotor’s alloy 

crank, but this is probably due to the more elaborate (and 

accurate) stain-gauge hardware. One small issue worth 

noting is that SRAM’s carbon XX1 crank arms aren’t the 

stiffest around, with noticeable flex when stamping on the 

pedals. It’s not so bad for lighter riders, but a heavier rider 

may suffer from unwanted give. That said, current cross 

country world champion Nino Schurter certainly doesn’t 

seem to suffer with XX1 crank arms and he’s putting out 

some serious watts.

www.sram.com
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T
he Jawbreaker holds one of Oakley’s biggest 

cycling lenses, offering a huge field of vision. 

They sit close enough to your face that, unless 

you really look for it, there’s no intrusion into 

your field of vision from the frame. This is thanks 

to the swappable nose piece which accounts for different 

sized noses, and the arms themselves, which have three 

length settings, easily adjusted on the top of the arms.

Unlike many bigger glasses, the Jawbreakers arms are 

very low profile, meaning they slip easily underneath 

helmet straps, and any forward of ear protection that your 

lid might offer - this means there’s no additional pressure 

on your head, nor do they shift while riding.

The lens is Oakley’s new PRIZM lens, which combines a 

L
ike the Jawbones, the Speedcraft SL’s have a large 

lens (although smaller than the non-SL version) 

giving a big field of vision. This time, there’s no 

lower frame, but we found that the lens sits further 

away from the face, leaving a visible gap.

While the Speedcraft lacks the effective lens vents of 

the Jawbreakers, this extra space between lens and face 

means that they don’t loose out much on fogging, only 

suffering in comparison at slower speeds.

The glasses come with a replaceable nose piece to aid 

fit, but there’s no arm adjustment - not many come with 

this though, so it’s hard to overly criticise. That said, the 

arms aren’t as low profile as the Oakley’s, so you may find 

lids with a deeper drop in front of the ears interfere a little 

with the glass, depending on your face shape.

100%’s snap-in, snap-out lens swapping doesn’t feel as 

refined as the Jawbreaker’s hinged affair, but it’s equally 

effective, and this time you also get a less tinted (but not 

clear) lens included. While 100%’s lens is certainly good, it 

highlights the quality of the Oakley lens, as back-to-back 

there’s a touch more distortion - you’d have to be pretty 

sensitive to notice it though. This is likely because the lens 

is curved only in one plane.

www.decade-europe.com

100% Speedcraft 

SL Sport £140
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light enhancing grapefruit-coloured tint with a glare 

reducing slight mirror finish. As such, it is one of the best 

lenses on the market for nearly all conditions. They 

struggle in late-summer, sunset orange light, but that’s 

about it. With the lens curved in both vertical and 

horizontal planes, clarity is as good as ever from Oakley.

Swapping lenses is easy, with the lower frame 

articulating once freed by the clipped nose piece. While a 

case is included, only one lens is, impacting on value. That 

said, these are some of the best sunnies we’ve ridden in.

www.oakley.com
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Oakley Jawbreaker 

PRIZM Trail £180 

WINNER
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E
voc bike bags have been the benchmark travel 

case for years and the Danny Mac version is no 

different, its uber-cool orange accents and 

denim-effect styling distinguishing it from the rest 

of the range. The 280l capacity swallows a 

29in-wheeled mountain bike with ease and it’ll happily 

consume all of your other riding kit too. There’s a plethora 

of storage compartments, all with rugged zips and tough, 

abrasion-resistant panelling where necessary. 

The Evoc sits fairly rigid, owing to several glass fibre 

rods and high-density padding in vulnerable areas, such as 

wheel pockets, helping to prevent impact damage from 

S
himano’s bike accessory range, Pro, makes some 

very well considered storage solutions and the 

Mega Bike Bag is no anomaly. Aesthetically, It’s 

rather more clean and smart than cool, and at 

8.7kg it’s marginally heavier than the Evoc. The 

Mega’s main feature, aside from the abundance of brawny 

storage compartments, is the removable aluminium 

mounting frame with sliding resin brackets, held in place 

by tough Velcro straps. With the frame removed from the 

bag and wheels and bars detached, your bike can be easily 

mounted to the brackets using its axles, meaning the love 

of your life sits suspended above the floor of the bag. 

Another little clever addition is the chain-holder wheel 

located on the rear mounting bracket, resulting in your 

chain being held tight as if sat on a cassette, enabling you 

to align your cranks and keep things clean and tidy within.

Where the Pro really falls short though is in the 

wheelbase design and its lack of resilience to collapse. 

While the actual base of the bag is structurally solid, the 

wheels are small and inboard of the frame, meaning it 

falls over far too easily. Also, when you do manage to keep 

it upright, the 360-degree nature of the little wheels mean 

keeping it moving in a straight line is near on impossible. 

www.madison.co.uk

Pro Mega Bike  

Bag £349
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potato-fisted baggage handlers. The rods can be easily 

removed when not in use, allowing you to collapse it for 

ease of storage, and at 8.6kg, while not light, it’s easily 

manoeuvrable. Fitting your bike inside couldn’t be easier 

with only the removal of wheels and handlebars required 

– it’s so intuitively designed with adjustable straps and 

moveable padding, you can have your pride and joy safely 

strapped in in under 15 minutes. But the Evoc’s royal flush is 

the heavy duty undercarriage with large skate wheels that 

sit outboard of its base, making steering a breeze.

www.silverfish-uk.com

They’re two of the most 
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Evoc Danny  

MacAskill Bike Bag 

£299 

WINNER
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EYE CANDY

SVELTE LINES

There’s a beautifully simple 
and purposeful look to the 
SAM C and Focus is to be
applauded for negating the 
‘Euro’ look of fluro-matched 
everything, everywhere. The 
lengthy wheelbase, good sizing 
range and slack angles make 
the bike an attractively 
future-proofed investment too.

DOUBLE BUBBLE

Focus is aware that in enduroland 
landings aren’t always straight and 
rock gardens are probably less than 
uniform, so it’s bolstered the 
SAM’s back end with double 
bearings. The Focus Twin Bearing 
System is designed to prolong
bearing life and increase lateral 
stiffness to boot.
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C
ultural stereotypes are a dangerous 

thing but say ‘German mountain bike’ 

to most tech heads and the image  

of a Teutonic, acronym-plastered, 

colour-matched machine comes 

to mind. Well, Focus seems to have 

managed to shirk the throws of such 

generalisations and produced the rather beautiful 

new SAM C Team. 

Of course, beauty won’t get you too far when 

the clock starts but the SAM is more than ready 

for the rigours of race day with 160mm of travel 

via a RockShox Pike RCT3 fork and Monarch Plus 

RC3 rear shock. The SRAM theme runs deep with 

all but full XX1 (an XG cassette being just about 

the only money-saving concession) and Guide RSC 

brakes doing the stopping. A Reverb Stealth post 

joins the rest of the internally plumbed cabling 

and further helps to accentuate the attractive 

lines. With a super-slack 65.8-degree head angle 

and a wheelbase ranging from 1160mm (S) right 

up to 1221mm (XL), the SAM clearly has speed on 

its mind too and thanks to its lengthy travel 

should gobble up as much abuse as you see fit to 

hurl at it. Sometimes, beauty isn’t just skin deep.

www.focus-bikes.com

Focus SAM
C Team

£4999 Germany produces 
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enduro-focussed stunner 

INDOOR PLUMBING

Yes, internal cable-routing seems to 
be everywhere these days. The SAM C 
boasts some particularly clean lines 
and does away with any irritating 
frame-entry point rattles thanks to
a single opening with ordered 
rubber rooting for each cable.



GRAND
WAGONNING 
Can you get a proper specialist MTB for under £1000?
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W
hen it comes to splashing the cash 

on a new bike, £1000 is a 

massively important price point. 

For starters, it’s psychologically 

significant when trying to justify 

your purchase to yourself or 

someone else who might think a 

grand is just too much to spend on a bike. That’s why you 

see a lot of prices teetering at just under the four-figure 

mark to tempt you in – after all, keeping the numbers 

before the decimal point down to three makes a bike 

seem just that little more affordable. 

A grand is also the threshold for the Government’s 

assisted-purchase bike to work scheme, which can save 

you up to 42 per cent off the cost of a bike because you 

don’t pay tax and National Insurance on it (read everything 

you need to know about this scheme on BikeRadar by 

going to www.bit.ly/20UfaZw). That’s why we concentrate 

a huge part our annual bargain bike super test around the 

£1000 mark every summer. 

Because we cover the price point so comprehensively 

in that test we thought we’d take a different look at the 

£900-999.99 bracket by seeing what sort of range of bikes 

you could get. We weren’t just looking for token gesture 

bikes of each type either. That means in each case we’ve 

tested them against multiple examples of more expensive 

versions to see how they stack up and whether they can 

really perform properly in their chosen field. 

The two obvious categories were hardcore and 

race-focused hardtails. The first because the rowdier, 

longer travel relatives of all-rounder hardtails have 

typically been the only option for riders on a budget 

looking to tackle more technical, treacherous trails. The 

second because there’s a vast European market for very 

fast, short travel, lockout equipped speed machines for XC 

or marathon racing, which often means global brands end 

up leaning that way with their value bikes. 

The third category – full suspension bikes – is 

interesting as it’s really hotting up as previous benchmark 

bikes like the Boardman here have been reworked to fight 

game-changing bikes from brands like Calibre. Finally, we 

included plus bikes because they’re the hottest and most 

controversial species around right now. Their fatter, floatier 

tyres could also be the easy answer to all the cheap 

suspension, harsh ride issues typical of budget bikes if the 

designers get it right.

So did our four chosen brands come up to scratch in 

their specialist subjects or are you better off sticking to 

conventional options when it comes to cost-effective bike 

choices? Read on to find out…

COCKPIT

Restricted pricing often 
means the restricted-control 
steering and leverage of old-
school narrow bars and long 
stems. Great news then 
that all the bikes here had 
very appropriate cockpit
set-ups to match their use 
and handling. 

PRICE

Obviously, if a bike is going to 
qualify for a £1000 bike test 
it needs to cost a grand or 
less. Our four bikes come
from four different sources
though: direct internet sales,
a superstore, a bike shop chain
and local dealer sourcing.

GEOMETRY

As well as well-shaped, 
confidence-boosting 
cockpits, all the bikes here 
have relatively progressive 
and contemporary handling 
geometry. Even the Scott 
race bike is more trail-
friendly than most high-
velocity 29ers. 

key features

FRAME

All four test bikes use aluminium 
alloy frames with either 
mechanically or hydraulically 
manipulated tubing to handle 
different stress loads. Some also
have internal cable routing and/
or thru-axle ‘bonus’ features.

FORK

Probably the biggest 
differences in spec are seen 
in the forks. One was crap 
for a couple of hours before 
breaking altogether, one was 
basic but serviceable while 
two were thoroughly decent 
thru-axle units.
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Is Boardman’s cheapest full-suspension bike makeover 

enough to regain its bargain benchmark status? 

Direct selling from one of the biggest cycle superstores gives 

Vitus a value head start, but does it add up on the trail?

Is plus a fashion fad or genuine rough-speed revelation and 

can the Canadians make it add up at an affordable price?

BOARDMAN TEAM FS 27.5 £999

VITUS SENTIER VRS £925

NORCO TORRENT 7.2 £949

Can Scott’s unmatched cross country race pedigree shine 

through at under a grand from a real bike shop?

SCOTT SCALE 960 £899

Your tester
Guy Kesteven, bike test editor

Our Kes loves the speed of race bikes, the flat-out thrash of 

a hardcore hardtail and the smooth efficiency of a sorted 

full-suspension bike. He’s tested more bikes than probably 

anyone else on the planet, but he hasn’t previously been 

won over by the new plus bike phenomena – would this 

be the test when he finally enjoyed riding a plus bike too?

The jargon explained
1x: Whether it’s 1x10 or 1x11 we’re talking about simpler, 

cleaner, lighter and increasingly popular bikes with just a 

single chainring and no front mech or shifter.

Modulation: The tactile ability of a brake to subtly 

communicate and adjust braking force for fine control in 

edge-of-grip situations.

Plus tyres: A 27.5in (or occasionally 29in) diameter tyre 

with a width of 2.7-3.0 inches. Not to be confused with fat 

bikes that use a 26in diameter and widths from 3.5-5in.

Thru-axle: A hollow axle that slides through a closed 

driveside dropout, through the hub and screws into the  

far-side dropout for maximum stiffness and security.

THE BIKES

our ratings explained

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother
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N
orco’s £1599 Torrent 7.1 is one of the best 

650b+ hardtails our test team has ridden 

this year but can it still deliver the same 

mega-performance for £650 less?

It starts well, with exactly the same 

67.5-angle headtube, heavily sloped but 

generously long 635mm toptube and low 

310mm bottom bracket frame. Impressively the curved 

seat tube and downward kinked 425mm chainstays and 

extra wide 148x12mm Boost rear spacing bring the big 

3in tyres closer to the frame than most normal bikes 

without compromising mud clearance. While it comes 

with a standard seatpost there are mounts for an external 

or internal dropper post cable/hose too. Kit is generally 

impressive as well, especially the Race Face Aeffect, with 

an extra-small 28-tooth chainring to sync better with the 

10-speed 11-36-tooth rear cassette. The wide 780mm, 

35mm diameter bar and 55mm stem give outrageous 

amounts of steering leverage for ripping the fat, stubborn 

steering contact patch of the tyre round into corners or 

holding massive sideways drifts.

�$"�/4-X.I�|)X� X/�$'.
The Shimano M395 brakes are very wooden in feel though 

and while the Boost-width thru-axle of the Suntour Raidon 

fork is a bonus in terms of tracking stiffness, the 

�*-�*��*--X)/�<H7
£950 Norco proves plus tyres are perfect for hiding imperfections

suspension performance is basic and it actually snapped 

its damper rod retaining bolt and rapidly rattled itself to a 

completely rigid state in just a few hours of riding.

�$"�+'0.
Weirdly the broken fork turned out to be the best possible 

demonstration of the potential advantages of using plus 

tyres at super low (10-15psi) pressures. Their ability to 

float smoothly across roots and rocks still left the other 

bikes on testing standing on rougher trails. Climbing and 

braking grip was unbelievable too, with the Norco regularly 

winching up slippery, super techy slopes we couldn’t even 

walk up. It had no trouble tackling steep, sketchy rocky 

stepped descents or boulder fields with confidence even 

with the basic brakes and dead fork either. While the plus 

tyres felt flaccid and draggy under power compared to 

conventional tyres on smoother surfaces rolling speed 

isn’t actually that bad in reality. Significantly it also kept 

pace even more easily towards the end of longer rides 

where other riders were knackered from the bump and 

rattle that wasn’t even reaching whoever was on the 

Norco. That lack of tactile connection to the ground and 

the ability to plough through anything does threaten to 

make it an unrewarding ride, but when it comes to speed 

sustain on rough terrain there’s no ignoring their cost 

effective improvement of performance.
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S
cott has been putting race rigs under some of 

the world’s fastest cross country riders for 

decades now. But that doesn’t mean its bikes 

are treacherously twitchy or narrow-bar-

minded off the trail and if you like to mix 

miles with smiles then the Scale 960 is a 

belter for doing just that.

Seriously fast
That’s not to say it’s lacking serious flat-out talent. Scott’s 

carbon fibre race frames are crazy light, but its alloy 

frames have never been far behind and are actually lighter 

than a lot of the composite competition from other 

brands. The multi-butted, subtly shaped frame gets 

internal cable routing for clean lines plus a post mount 

rear brake for easy adjustment and tapered headtube too. 

Whatever frame size you ride you’ve a choice of wheel 

sizes too as the Scale 760 uses 27.5in wheels with an 

otherwise identical spec rather than limiting you to bigger 

wheels in bigger frames and vice versa.

The 29er wheels – especially when wrapped in our 

favourite Maxxis Ikon speed tyres – are undoubtedly the 

fastest rolling conventional set-up on rough trails, and 

that’s great news for speed freaks. While you don’t get a 

thru-axle on the RockShox TK30 fork you do get a remote 

control lockout to stop distracting and speed-killing 

Scott Scale 960
£950 Scott’s race-bred 29er is still fast fun on the trail

suspension bob when sprinting up smooth climbs or 

towards finishing lines.  

But still fun
Lightweight 29ers with lockout forks aren’t rare – 

particularly among European brands – and you could 

probably find one better specced than the mostly 

Shimano Deore equipped Scale without looking too hard. 

Where Scott wins in terms of overall appeal though is the 

more relaxed handling feel of a 69-degree head angle and 

a 720mm-wide bar. This not only lets its racers really rip 

the descents (Google Nino Schurter for proof ) but it also 

provides more confidence and control when you’re 

pushing the pace or playing around on the trail, even with 

flexy 30mm stanchion fork legs. Frame stiffness isn’t as 

brutal as the most pure race chassis either, giving more 

forgiveness if you slap something hard and better speed 

sustain through assorted trail junk while also reducing 

fatigue over time. 

The reasonable volume Ikon tyres and skinny seatpost 

help to give a less bruising character that encourages you 

to take the fight to the trail rather than hiding from it, and 

most riders would be surprised how quick and capable a 

well-balanced big-wheel hardtail like this can feel on 

descents. That’s only going to get better with a fork 

upgrade and it’s certainly a frame worth investing in.  



Scott’s Scale isn’t just race-ready, it’s a 

surprisingly fun, forgiving and effortlessly fast 

machine off-piste as well as on track
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T
he 650b Vitus Sentier has been a top-rated 

riot bike for a while but this year it gets an 

all-new frame that’s both more feisty and 

better balanced and the VRS is equipped 

with some excellent componentry to match.

As you’ll be getting your Vitus delivered 

direct in a big Parcel Force box initial 

impressions are probably more important than most.

Firstly, don’t worry if the forks look back to front as the 

brace is meant to be on the back on a Manitou fork. Don’t 

freak out if there’s a horrible clunk when you bounce them 

the first few times either. It sometimes just takes the 

Minute Comp a couple of good drags on the damper to get 

the rebound circuit filled and working properly. The unique 

half-turn ‘bayonet’ lock action on the semi-hexagonal 

QR15 axle can be a pain to learn too, but it’s fast once 

you’re fluent.

Good to go
What you really need to know about the VRS though is 

that within seconds of hitting the trail you’ll forget about 

any of that and just be blown away by how sorted it feels. 

The new frame has a low 320mm bottom bracket centre 

of gravity, a stretched 630mm toptube and steeper 73 

degree seat angle. That’s put plenty of weight through the 

wide 740mm bars and usefully smooth 140mm 

Vitus Sentier VRS
£925 Everything you need to get rowdy without a rear shock

suspension stroke onto the soft compound ‘High Grip’ 

version of the WTB Vigilante front tyre. The slack 66.5 

degree head angle and long front centre gives the front 

end a naturally very stable and automatically self-

correcting feel but the short 60mm stem means you can 

tweak the front wheel immediately and effortlessly to 

snatch back traction. While it’s slightly flexy when 

compared to pricier models, the thru-axled Minute Comp 

fork is sound compared to other forks you’ll find at this 

price and it means you’ve already got a 15mm-axle-

compatible front wheel if you do decide to upgrade later. 

Boxing clever
The new frame gets a 142x12mm rear axle too, increasing 

security and stiffness of the Novatec/WTB wheelset, and 

the fast-rolling WTB Trail Boss rear tyre adds an extra 

speed kick when you’re hustling the single track. Add the 

excellent modulation of the Shimano M615 brakes with 

180mm front rotor power boost and durable, reliable 

Shimano Deore/SLX transmission and Vitus has put 

together a very capable and complete package for the 

money. Even though the frame is relatively forgiving, the 

lightweight 2.25in rear tyre on a relatively narrow rim 

means you’re still limited on what you can plough through 

like an ignorant thug compared to a plus or a full 

suspension bike. 



Remarkably sorted and well-equipped 

ready-to-riot hardtail for those who like  

to really connect with the trail
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T
he latest evolution in Boardman’s long-

running, high-value full-suspension series 

doesn’t look much different, but it’s brought 

the ride and performance bang up to date for 

all-round trail duties. At first glance the 

hanging driver linkage suspension layout and 

the smooth-welded, triple-butted frame are 

identical to the old model, just with a different paint job. 

But according to Boardman’s ultra experienced designer 

almost every tube shape, forging and the detailed 

suspension architecture have been changed. That’s most 

noticeable at the ends of the bike. While you still get a QR 

rear axle (only the £1499 Pro FS gets a 142x12mm axle) 

it’s stiffer on the trail thanks to larger pivots and bearing 

shafts, new rear stays and a shorter, stiffer forged shock 

linkage that pivots on bearings mounted directly into the 

toptube. The reworked suspension combines impressive 

small bump sensitivity with cornering and pedalling 

stability, even with the two-position damper open. The 

rear end stiffness and improved spring curve is also 

noticeable when it takes a wallop, so you can set the 

shock up to a ballpark pressure and then forget about it. 

Sorted suspension
The fact we’re talking about the suspension feel in such 

depth rather than just being surprised the rear end moved 

Boardman Team FS 27.5
£999 Evolution puts Boardman back into a benchmark position

in a vaguely acceptable manner or the damper didn’t 

explode, shows just how far budget suspension bikes have 

come recently. The 650b Boardman is the most sorted 

sub-£1000 suspension set-up we’ve ridden though, 

improving climbing traction and descending confidence 

while still feeling efficient under power even in high 

torque/low rev grunt-climb situations. While it’s an 

average of 1.5kg heavier than the hardtails here it’s 

relatively light compared to its full-suspension 

competition and never felt conspicuously lardy on the ups. 

Fronting it
It certainly doesn’t suffer with equipment comparison to 

the hardtails either and while the SRAM GX 2x10 gearing 

is roughly on par with the other bikes on test, the 

RockShox Sektor RL complete with 15mm Maxle thru-axle 

is the best-performing fork here in terms of smoothness, 

consistent damping and tracking stiffness. The new frame 

is based around a long 630mm toptube and short 55mm 

stem set-up that’s the new gold standard for mixing high 

speed/rough terrain stability with responsive front wheel 

reactions to juggle traction and nail the tightest lines. The 

head angle and 740mm bar are well judged to add 

confidence and control without making the front end flop 

around on steep climbs or clipping every passing tree, 

completing an outstanding package.



Superbly sorted new frame and suspension 

set-up makes the Boardman an unbeatable 

sub-£1000 bargain
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New rubber would be a bonus on the Boardman as well 

but, even so, the whole ride package is as well sorted as 

most of the bikes we’re currently testing for the Trail Bike 

of the Year test, some of which are up to three times more 

expensive and – if you’re looking at a boutique brand 

frame – are similarly equipped too. That means while the 

other bikes here offer interesting alternatives and may tick 

the specific boxes of your riding requirements, Boardman’s 

new FS Team 27.5 is definitely the most versatile and 

broadly enjoyable way to spend your money if £999 is the 

most you have to spend. 

T
he good news for anyone with a strictly three 

not four-figure budget is that there’s a very 

broad range of potential bikes to choose 

from, whether you want a big-wheeled speed 

machine or a fat-tyred trail hovercraft. The 

Norco shocked us by how fast it carried 

speed along, up and down everything in its 

path, but at the end of the day the forks were poor even 

before they broke. The Scott and to a lesser extent the 

Vitus would be improved with better forks too and we’d 

also suggest a heavier duty tyre on the back of the Sentier.

WINNER: Boardman FS Team 27.5

1
Norco’s Torrent 

shows how 

plus-sized tyres 

could change 

our expectations 

of cheaper bike 

performance by 

steam-rollering  

over everything.

2 

When it comes 

to combining 

surefooted 

baseline stability 

with grip-grabbing 

steering response, 

long toptubes and 

short stems are a 

great combination.

3 

The prices of 

online bikes  

are very 

tempting but they 

don’t automatically 

include the enduring 

good will and 

guidance of your 

local bike shop.

4 

Even if you 

can’t get the 

complete 

uncompromised 

package for £1000 

you can certainly 

get excellent frames 

that are well worth 

upgrading over time. 

5  

Whether it’s 

dropping plus 

tyre pressure 

into single digits or 

blowing up hardtail 

back tyres, air 

pressure makes a 

massive difference  

to performance.

5 things we have learned from this test

verdict
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LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0



THE LOW  
FIDELITY  
ALLSTAR

LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0
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The Charge Cooker 0 is a bike attempting to meld old-school  
minimalist aspirations to a new-school wheel size. We took it to a  

rain-soaked south west of Scotland to see how it would cope 
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he dictionary definition of the noun 

‘minimalism’ is as follows: a deliberate lack of 

decoration or adornment in style or design. In 

mountain biking terms, it’s the Charge Cooker 

0. As the bike moves through the few shafts of 

light penetrating the thick Scottish pine cover 

its colour seems to shift from pale blue to 

battleship grey. The latter coincidentally 

mirrors the weather conditions perfectly. 

As a bike rider, the Cooker offers an 

attractive challenge. Its fully rigid chassis has 

one gear and twin hydraulic brakes are as 

technically sophisticated as things get. Even 

half-drowned in the filth of a particularly 

sodden autumn, there’s no denying its allure. 

The new wheel standard of 650b+ has long 

been a tidal wave that we all knew was 

coming. Spotted off the horizon back in 2014, 

2015 has felt like one brand after another 

wheeling out their oaths of allegiance. The 

premise is, as ever, on the face of it pretty 

simple – tyres around the 2.8in mark are 

coupled with wider rims to produce a larger 

footprint and more grip. More grip in turn 

equals more fun and yet another wheel-based 

facet for us all to take into account before 

swapping our hard-earned for some new metal.

The Cooker Zero then is perhaps the best 

exponent of the new standard. Its clutter and 

acronym-free lines proffer no excuses, the grip 

will either be there or it won’t be there. And it 

was with this in mind that we pointed it 

towards a day of tackling Dumfries and 

Galloway’s finest mulch. Amid the rotting 

biomass, concealed roots and water-logged ruts, 

the half-fat rubber would either sink or swim.  

Size zero
Skinny-tubed steel frames are one of mountain 

biking’s longest-running cult aesthetics and the 

 Its fully rigid chassis has one gear and twin hydraulic 

brakes are as technically sophisticated as things get. 

Even half-drowned in filth, there’s no denying its allure

LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0



0 (the entry-level and only steel-framed model 

in the Cooker family) deploys them beautifully. 

The Cooker range is designed for adventuring 

as opposed to smashing segments and the 

ethos behind the whole Charge brand itself 

aligns more closely to high street fashion icons 

than the established big-mountain bike brands. 

It’s a change of tact that even extends to its 

website’s lack of geometry charts, an effort 

designed to simplify things. 

Chain tensioning is taken care of by an 

eccentric bottom bracket system. The bottom 

bracket rotates within the shell in cups and two 

4mm Allen-headed lugs on the underside of 

the frame hold it in place, keeping tension on 

the chain in the process. It’s a tried and 

tested system among vintage tandems 

Zero by name, size zero  

by nature. These are  

seriously skinny tubes
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and it works well, leaving the rear dropouts 

devoid of the complex and often flex-happy 

hardware that can plague single-speeders. 

The 32/18t gear did have me worried 

though. The long Scottish loop I had in mind 

takes in everything from the most pointed trail 

centre ups to continual, 20-minute fire road 

ascents. More than this, the climbs are often 

technical in nature and usually require the 

hasty dumping of cogs and the ability to 

balance the bike against its own freehub in 

certain sections. 

The rain was beating down before we hit 

the first slopes and the knack of riding a 

singlespeed duly came flooding back. It’s all 

about balancing your revs and not getting 

caught out. The first couple of off-road climbs 

were dispatched neatly by the tyres too. There 

was a trace of drag during the initial cranks but 

it was more than made up for by the ability to 

stay comfortably seated on the uneven surface. 

There was no trace of the trail buzz or chatter 

that can be such a shock to the system, having 

spent months on end being pampered aboard 

a full-susser. 

The opening flowy descent of man-made 

‘berm and roller’ trail required slightly more 

thought. The Cooker is long and, at 70 degrees 

in the head angle, not the slackest by modern 

standards, but that length gives its pilot room 

to work and it picks up speed almost instantly. 

The first few corners left me looking like an 

idiot. Big, fast 180-degree berms had me 

hanging a leg off the inside, cocked and ready 

for the slide that was surely imminent. Except it 

never came. The suspension-free chassis 

instead just hooked up on the slippery rock 

The fat tyres can leave the 

Charge Cooker floating on slop, 

unable to get power down

The first few corners left me looking like an  

idiot. Big, fast 180-degree berms had me hanging a leg  

off the inside, cocked and ready for the slide 

LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0
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surface and pulled me around the turn, 

dog-piss-leg and all. On the third one I started 

pushing harder and experienced the 

beginnings of the slow-motion front end tuck 

that makes fat bikes so entertaining to drift but 

still she held on. I’ve ridden carbon fibre 

enduro bikes worth several thousand pounds 

through these turns and they’d genuinely 

struggle to match the Charge for exit speed. 

The problems arose soon after this thought 

chuntered through my head, however. I ran 

wide of the 8in trail width and got on the 

ankle-deep, soaking-wet grass. The long-

levered Tektro brakes whose no-fuss, low on 

power/big on modulation stopping seem to 

somehow suit the bike so well suddenly 

offered little of the panic-soothing feel my 

fingers now frantically sought. It was like 

aqua-planing in a car on the motorway; all of a 

sudden you become aware of being all but 

completely removed from the decision-making 

process and that any attempt to reassert your 

control may suddenly and spectacularly result 

I’ve ridden carbon fibre enduro bikes worth several 

thousand pounds through these turns and they’d 

genuinely struggle to match the Charge for exit speed
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Top left: The 32/18t gearing 

means your legs know you’ve 

been on a ride at the end of it

Above left: An eccentric, but 

effective, bottom bracket 

system takes care of tensioning

Above: When heading up  

it’s a case of finding the revs 

and settling into the gear

in your doom. A particularly immovable-looking 

Scotch Pine glanced passed my shoulder and 

finally I managed to merge the 2.8in WTB 

Trailblazers back onto the trail. 


$) $)"�/#X�}*2
Just like a BMX, judge your distances correctly 

and the Cooker will make you question why you 

ever really needed suspension but even the 

slightest of miscalculations will send a seismic 

shock right through the steel and up into your 

joints. Yes, you get punished for your mistakes 

on a rigid bike but considering the whole thing 

can be ridden out of a bike shop cheaper than 

the price of some suspension forks, it really 

does shine a light on how over-clubbed we 

often are.

The mud intensifies on a link section. In 

parts it seeps comfortably over the tall rubber 

submerging the tubeless-from-the-box rims. 

This is where the big tyres become a hindrance; 

tyres adept at mud-slinging are typically on the 

thinner side and are coated in plenty of 

paddle-like square edges to help gain purchase. 

The Charge instead was left ‘floating’ on the 

slop, and I was unable to get my power down 

or dial in the torque to monster over knuckles. 

The lumpy, awkward, mud-soaked climb is by 

no means the kind of section of trail that 

people buy bikes to conquer but it did start 

LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0
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us thinking about the practicality of the Cooker 

Zero as a ‘winter bike’ proposition. A key point 

in its favour, however, is that even when the on/

off grip levels subside, it’s still a lot of fun. This 

is a bike where the emphasis is on the 

smiles-per-mile ratio, not tenths of a second 

shorn from the clock. 

Focussing
If I was concerned about the climbs then I was 

dreading this descent. Its lightning-fast open 

sections intermingled with nadgery, tight 

chutes are a test when blessed with 

suspension, never mind on a rigid. The speed 

quickly spikes to ‘eye-widening’. It’s almost 

pitch black in the trees. Two kickers shock my 

wrists and ankles into remembering youthful 

clatterings on the BMX track. Like a vintage 

Mini, your velocity is relatively low yet 

somehow feels twice as fast on the Cooker. But 

it’s all getting done. It takes the opening half of 

the trail for it to dawn on me that I’m actually 

riding, not merely holding on. No, the natural 

gaps and pre-hops an enduro bike would open 

up are resolutely not on but those big WTB 

Trailblazer tyres are digging in and soaking up 

the vibrations. 

The run to the trademark ditch that signifies 

the ending of most decent Borders trails is 

taken as fast as I dare with even a deft 

Scandinavian flick thrown in on entry to the 

final chicane. My arms and legs ache but it’s 

intoxicating stuff. The long, dull spin up the 

final fire road is a case of finding the revs and 

then just settling into the gear. 

Plus-sized bikes look set to be here to stay. 

Some of the big brands have already adapted 

their long-travel platforms to accommodate 

the chunk but they’re big, big money. For £700 

then the Charge is a beautiful bike. It has that 

‘getting away with it’ buzz in spades. Would we 

ride it every day? In mud it’s not great but then 

you’ll probably be too busy having fun to 

ultimately care. The long stem/narrow bar/

steep head angle combination also somehow 

works too and suits the speeds the lengthy bike 

cruises at. A 50mm stem paired with a 760mm 

bar would turn the Cooker into a different 

animal altogether but we can’t help but feel 

you’d be tinkering with the ride quality just a bit 

too much. Perhaps more pertinent future 

upgrades would be a set of Shimano SLX brakes 

and a QR seatclamp collar. 

In the Charge Cooker O we rather coldly 

went searching for answers relating to a wheel 

size and came away having fallen in love with a 

bike. It’s a change of approach and mindset 

that would be happy to sit in your shed, cost 

you nothing to maintain and wait for you to 

decide to ride it. 

Top: The long stem is  

paired with a narrow bar  

and steep head angle

Above: The 2.8in WTB 

Trailblazers help to soak  

up the vibrations

It takes the opening half of 

the trail for it to dawn on 

me that I’m actually riding, 

not merely holding on

LOW FIDELITY ALLSTAR CHARGE COOKER 0
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W
e’ve run loads of tests on the latest, 

grippiest, gnarliest, armoured 

enduro tyres that give you 

maximum ragged-edge control. In 

reality few riders live on the ragged 

edge all of the time though and for 

the rest of the time these tyres can 

potentially be heavy, draggy overkill. By concentrating on 

ultimate control upgrade rubber we’re not covering the 

most common tyres that bikes come with as standard 

either. That means you won’t really know whether it’s 

worth upgrading from the tyres you’ve already got or if you 

do upgrade what the actual performance differences will 

be. Obviously we’re in the lucky position of 

having ridden pretty much every tyre 

available from any brand in every version 

from top spec triple-compound to plastic 

compound lookalike versions used as original 

equipment on the cheapest bikes. That 

means the reviews here aren’t just based on 

the ten tyres in this selection but on the whole world of 

dirty rubber you can potentially choose from.

So what performance can you expect from the next 

level of tyre down the aggression ladder? Is there an ideal 

compromise between speed/grip/survival/weight/price for 

your riding and, if there is, how does it compare to the 

big-hitters? Read on and we’ll let you know.

Your tester
Guy Kesteven, Rotating Rubber Guru

When it comes to the ability to completely change a bike’s 

performance in the most cost effective way few people are 

more fanatical about re-rubbering than our Kes. He’s the 

only bloke we know with a regularly 

refreshed ‘reference library’ of all the latest, 

greatest and downright disappointing tyres 

available. So not only has each tyre here 

been ridden alongside the others for direct 

comparison but they’ve also done head to 

head time with all our benchmark bike boots.

TRAIL TYRES
£39-£57 Jacks of all trades or masters of none? We take  

a look at ten intermediate trail tyres for all-round riding

+++++

Turn to p10

our ratings explained



COMPOUND

The real key to grip is the recipe 
of the rubber. The softer or
slower-rebounding the rubber
is (measured on a scale normally
ranging from 40 to 70 duro) the 
stickier the traction. Dual compound 
tyres have a harder centre strip for 
rolling speed while triple compound
tyres have a different base compound
between carcass and tread.

what to look for

COST

We’ve covered tyres from £30 
to £50 plus here but the complexity 
and performance you can expect 
isn’t necessarily linear. Be wary of 
super cheap tyre deals too and 
always check you’re getting a
full-spec aftermarket tyre not 
a potentially cheaper, poorer 
performing ‘original equipment’ 
(OE) tyre that’s been pulled off a 
complete bike. 

SIZE

We’ve mostly kept this test to 
the most common 27.5 diameter, 
2.1 to 2.4in width sizes that fit 
most current bikes and frames 
but other size options are mentioned 
where relevant. Actual tyre volumes 
can vary dramatically regardless of
label though, so we’ve measured 
all ours at 30psi on the same 
rim for comparison. 

TREAD

The most obvious indicator 
of purpose and potential 
performance is the tread design. 
Lower, flatter, sloped and closer 
spaced tread lugs generally roll
faster than tall, blunt, widely 
spaced blocks but don’t have 
as much mechanical grip.

CARCASS

The multi-layer fabric body of the 
tyre controls how supple it is and 
how well it can conform to the 
trail for smooth speed sustain 
and consistent grip. Weight and 
durability are largely the product 
of carcass design too, while 
tubeless compatibility depends 
on edge-of-carcass bead design.
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Hutchinson’s distinctive brown sidewalled 

tyres are a popular original equipment choice on 

European trail bikes. Their very reliable tubeless 

connection and toughness make them a great 

fit-and-forget choice for long-distance riders but 

their indifferent traction doesn’t suit those who 

like to push the limits.

As usual for Hutchinson the tyres blew up 

easily on every rim we tried. The hardskin 

carcass has improved in later versions to 

become a lot more supple and smooth at lower 

pressures, so ground-moulding is good. They’re 

impressively rock-proof considering their 

relatively light weight too and the bigger enduro 

versions can be ridden hard through pretty 

much any size and shape of trouble.

The multi-directional, multi-shaped, low, flat 

tread knobs carpet the whole top of the tyre 

round to mid-height staggered shoulder buttress 

blocks that are spaced wide enough to clear 

fast. That means the levels of grip are consistent 

as far as you tip the easily leaning, rounded 

carcass into turns. Unfortunately, the grip is 

consistently underwhelming due to a relatively 

hard triple-compound mix that prioritises wear 

life and rolling speed over adhesion. That makes 

them sketchy and prone to big slides in typical 

wet UK woodsy and singletrack conditions. The 

wide-spaced tread means they roll noticeably 

slower than most tyres with similar grip.

www.spitfireuk-distribution.co.uk

Hutchinson 

Taipan Hardskin 

TR 27.5x2.1 

Tough and hard wearing, but slippery 

without a high-speed pay off

Price £50 Weight 680g  
Width 53mm Height 48mm 
Tough but trust issues
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TRAIL TYRES

£39-£57



Kenda’s Badger is as tenacious as its 

namesake in some situations but it’s definitely 

not the tamest or most friendly tyre around.

Kenda made a big leap in terms of durability 

when it switched to its sealant-compatible 

carcass. It not only inflates very easily with just 

a slop of sealant but also shrugs off sidewall 

damage and doesn’t pinch flat as easily if used 

with an innertube. It’s light for a reasonably 

sized 2.2in tyre too, which combines with the 

wide spaced, sloped front and relatively low 

centre tread to make it quick off the mark and 

keen to hold speed. While the centre is hard 

enough to keep the sparse knobs and rolling 

speed alive, the DTC dual-compound rubber 

mixes transitions to a more tacky mix for the 

raised row of shoulder knobs. That gives the 

Badger a decent edge for digging traction out of 

turns in a wide range of loose, firm or even 

damp intermediate conditions.

If it’s slightly damp or loose, getting the tyre 

to transition from the shiny slickness of the 

centre and over onto the shoulders without a 

sudden and vicious side slip takes some 

commitment to a big bar-dipping lunge though. 

Sudden braking on the front when upright will 

completely overwhelm available traction too. 

That makes the Badger better suited to rear 

wheel use, but even then it’s definitely a 

character that needs working with carefully. 

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

Kenda Honey 

Badger Pro SCT 

DTC 27.5x2.2 

A useful mix of speed and grip – but 

that can make them treacherous too

Price £39 Weight 720g  
Width 55mm Height 50mm 
Split personality needs care



Cheaper versions of Continental’s Mountain 

King are a regular feature when buying a 

complete bike. However, paying extra for the 

full-spec Protection version gets you a much 

tougher carcass and a more advanced Black 

Chili rubber compound.

The Protection layer wraps round almost the 

full carcass from just above the tubeless-

compatible beads on either side and adds scuff 

and sharp protection. The flat, folded delivery 

means they’re not the simplest tubeless fit, but 

you can get a reliable seal on most rims in the 

end. Small volume for a 2.2in means they tend 

to ricochet around rather than roll through 

trouble but they never feel harsh and the 2.4 is 

massive if you want big volume. 

Rather than multiple compounds in different 

places, Continental uses an intermediate Black 

Chili rubber compound. The wide spaced, 

relatively tall block tread gives decent braking 

and driving traction in soft or loose conditions 

and the compound hangs on well on better-

groomed or bermed trails. Wear life is very good, 

which increases real-world value for money, 

and despite a growly feel they roll OK too. You’ll 

still need to be wary of trusting the edge and 

cornering grip too much in really wet, rooty and 

rocky conditions, as the shoulder tread is a long 

way round the side of the carcass with a 

noticeable gap to get there.

www.conti-tyres.co.uk

Continental  

Mountain King  

Protection  

27.5x2.2

Very durable with good inline grip  

but small volume, slippery edges

Price £50 Weight 720g  
Width 52mm Height 49mm 
Durable, reliable all-rounder 
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TRAIL TYRES

£39-£56.95



WTB is a common choice on complete bikes 

and the Trail Boss is probably the most popular 

rubber in its range, particularly on the rear 

wheel. It’s versatile with useful velocity and 

better grip than you’d expect if you look after it. 

The TCS Light carcass pops onto rims 

smoothly and easily but still blows up a breeze 

even with a track pump and a casual slop of 

sealant. The three-two-three-split top tread 

arrangement gives just enough gap for better 

than expected mechanical grip on most 

surfaces. Grip gradually increases as you lean it 

over into the corners too thanks to the Dual DNA 

compound, so carrying speed along swerving 

and curving trails is a no-brainer. Sightly sloped 

faces on the relatively close-spaced blocks give 

a fast skim and impressive sustain over 

hardpack too, so it never feels as heavy on the 

bike as it actually measures on the scales. The 

amount of rubber in the tread means it wears 

well and doesn’t suffer from torn knobs if you 

lean on the brakes too heavily either. 

The bulbous thin wall carcass gives balloon 

tyre comfort but it’s prone to scuffing from rocks 

and it’s not stable enough to stay predictable at 

lower, ground-moulding pressures. Despite the 

high volume, the Trail Boss is pinch-puncture-

prone when used with tubes too, while the 

heavy-duty versions are prohibitively heavy and 

wooden in feel.  

www.hotlines-europe.com

WTB Trail Boss 

TCS Light Fast 

Rolling 27.5x2.25

Impressively fast, yet grippy, high-

volume trail tyre but impact-vulnerable

Price £50 Weight 830g  
Width 56mm Height 51mm 
Rapid grip but vulnerable



TRAIL TYRES

£39-£57

You might never have seen or even heard of 

the Canis but this Swiss-designed tyre pushes 

rich feedback and smooth riding fun way further 

than its XC tag and retro looks would suggest.

The skinwall carcass doesn’t just look great 

on the right bike, it also gives the tyre a 

beautifully supple and tactile feel on the trail. 

Tubeless sealing is simple and very secure, and 

while it’s too light to drop pressures below 

20psi without buckling and squirming it’s much 

more stable and less nervy ploughing into rocks 

and roots than most lightweight cross country/

trail tyres. 

Our initial doubts about the block- and 

X-tread pattern were soon replaced with rapidly 

growing respect for the wide range of surfaces 

and damp to dry weather conditions the dual 

compound Canis can chew traction out of. If 

you’re OK with predictable drift rather than 

railing round like a train track then you can heel 

it right over at silly speeds without coming 

totally unstuck. That speed is really easy to gain 

and hold onto everywhere, from flow-and-go 

descents to all-day epics, thanks to very 

responsive acceleration and excellent speed 

sustain from the supple carcass. While the 

photo sample and weights are of a 29er tyre 

we’ve had exactly the same impressive results 

with the 27.5x2.25in Canis, a more typical 

all-black tyre that saves you £9 an end too.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Onza Canis  

C3 Skinwall  

29x2.25

Retro looks add cost but an excellent 

#$"#	.+XX I�#$"#	�*)| X)�X��''�-*0) X-

Price £57 Weight 710g  
Width 55mm Height 51mm 
Supple, speedy Swiss rubber
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Running High Rollers has always been a sign 

that you’re a rider who wants to rip as much 

grip out of the trail as possible and this bells 

and whistles triple-compound version is a 

proper control- and confidence-booster if you 

can afford it. 

The tubeless-ready carcass is our benchmark 

of easy sealing even on rims that we struggle to 

inflate other tyres on and is impressively stable 

even at low pressures. In fact, it matches most 

much heavier enduro specced tyres in the way it 

stays on track through random rock and root 

trouble and it handles impacts very well even 

when tubed. While it’s one of the heaviest tyres 

here with a comparatively soft compound 55 

duro centre, very obvious ramping of the 

one-two-one-split knob arrangement means it 

rolls OK. It doesn’t squirm or shimmy however 

much brake you give it either, and if you decide 

to use it at both ends you also won’t be wanting 

for climbing grip.

There’s a trustworthy transition onto the 

massive rank of super-soft 45-duro shoulder 

knobs too and once you’re on them it feels like 

you’re more likely to grind your bars on the 

ground than lose traction through corners. While 

wear is relatively rapid they rarely rip but for 

value and increased velocity with very similar 

control the £43.99 dual compound Exo TR is the 

way to go.

www.extra.co.uk

Maxxis High 

Roller II EXO TR 

3C 27.5x2.3

Outrageous amounts of grip and aggro 

�*)| X)�X��0/�#$"#��*./��) �)*/�-�+$ 

Price £55 Weight 840g  
Width 56mm Height 51mm 
Expensive aggro benchmark



Schwalbe’s new Nobby Nic looks chunky and 

grips accordingly but it’s got a really surprising 

turn of speed in the rough or on the smooth. It’s 

tough, light and easy to set up tubeless too, 

leaving price as the only significant obstacle.

Schwalbe’s Evolution Snakeskin carcass has 

always been a very light, supple yet scuff-tough 

base for its tyres and now it comes in this 

Double Defense version with an extra anti-

puncture layer under the tread. Add the new 

even easier seal of the Tubeless Easy design and 

you’re well protected from most tyre threats for 

a very small weight penalty.

There are two different compounds available 

– softer, grippier TrailStar and middling hard 

PaceStar – and they work really well as a front 

and rear wheel combo if you don’t want to run a 

Racing Ralph semi-slick on the back. The tread 

and TrailStar rubber mix deliver good 

mechanical grip and easy clearing for muddy 

conditions, and they even hook up predictably at 

all angles in typically treacherous wet woods 

situations. Dry and loose traction levels are good 

too so you can push the pace whatever the 

weather or geology. Where the Nic really shines 

is its stand-out fast-rolling speed for such a 

surefooted tyre, with a really efficient, ego-

boosting velocity on road or off piste. It’s also 

the only tyre here available in 2.8 or 3.0 plus 

sizes but whatever the volume you’re paying a 

premium price for the privilege. 

www.schwalbe.com

Schwalbe Nobby  

Nic Snakeskin  

TL Easy  

27.5x2.25

Trustworthy grip, decent weight and 

velocity boosting speed

Price £50 Weight 720g  
Width 54mm Height 52mm 
Premium all-rounder
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Supplied as the rear tyre on Mavic’s CrossMax 

XL Pro Wheel Tyre System package this second 

generation Quest is a proper flat-out bomber as 

long as you want max performance rather than 

max longevity.

Mavic’s dual-ply Guard carcass makes this 

the heaviest tyre on test but also the most 

stable down to seriously low pressures and the 

most impact-ignorant and ugly-landing-saving 

tyre here. In fact there’s so much damping 

control from the super-sized 2.4in carcass that it 

feels like you’ve had a significant suspension 

upgrade. It sealed first time with a track pump 

on every wheel we tried and stayed burp-free 

and predictable-feedback-rich even when we 

were running pressures in the teens. 

While the tread knobs are relatively small, 

the well spaced arrangement, siped detailing 

and 50-duro centre compound keeps them 

predictable under braking and driving. Once 

you’ve grunted the hefty carcass up to speed 

they still roll OK, particularly on rough terrain 

where they flow through rather than rattling 

around and stuttering to a standstill. Cornering 

grip from the rank of heavily buttressed, very 

soft 40-duro side knobs is impressive and it only 

shifts into a predictable drift if you’re properly 

pulling Gs through a corner. Wear life is better 

than the spectacularly short-lived first 

generation Quest, but it’s still not great and at 

this price you’d be stupid to wreck them 

prematurely with excess skidding. 

www.mavic.co.uk

Mavic CrossMax 

Quest XL Ltd 

27.5x2.4

Outstandingly surefooted rear tyre 

with still reasonable rolling speed

Price £47 Weight 930g  
Width 57mm Height 55mm 
Surefooted and bombproof



Things have changed a lot since Specialized’s 

original Ground Control was about the only 

decent mountain bike tyre you could get but the 

latest GC is still competitive in performance 

terms although a big price hike has undermined 

its previous high value benchmark status.

The Control casing is heavier than the £30 

S-Works but that’s because it’s got more cut 

resistance and general toughness built in. The 

2Bliss carcass blows up without any bother on a 

broad range of rims and while the 2.1in tyre 

pictured here is relatively low volume there’s a 

fatter 2.3in option. Either way the tougher 

carcass doesn’t get in the way of a tactile feel 

that keeps you clearly aware of traction from 

the dual compound rubber mix. The alternating 

1-2-1 drive and braking tread meshes into 

bigger, taller shoulder knobs via a row of angle F 

knobs, so wherever you are in terms of lean 

angle there’s a reassuring amount of rubber to 

hook into the trail. There’s still enough space to 

chuck out chunks of mud easily so you’ll always 

be biting on fresh blocks unless it’s really thick 

clay or clag.

Rolling performance is OK but the low weight 

gives it a really responsive and eager feel as 

soon as you make an effort. Unsurprisingly it 

can feel flimsy and floppy at lower pressures 

though, so go for the reinforced £35 Grid if you 

want more grrr from your Ground Control. 

www.specialized.com

Specialized  

Ground Control 

2Bliss 27.5x2.1

Responsive low weight backed up with 

grippy performance at a bargain price

Price £35 Weight 620g  
Width 50mm Height 48mm 
Versatile, lightweight trail tyre
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These flagship tyres from Trek’s component 

sub-brand are a great match for the majority of 

conditions found on UK trails all year round. 

They’re top performers, so take our over-all 

winner’s prize in this test.

Once you’ve wrestled the relatively tight 

beads onto the rim, the XR4 (and all of 

Bontrager’s other tyres) bang into place very 

positively and securely once you get track-

pumping. 

Carcass size is ample for a 2.35in tyre and 

it’s taller than most tyres so there’s a good 

depth of air cushioning between rim and trail. 

The Inner Strength doesn’t feel particularly 

tough or stable when you’re fitting it, but the 

XR4 handles low pressures really well with no 

crumpling or roll even when you’re turning in 

very aggressively on high-grip rock surfaces.

We know we scored them extremely highly 

over a year ago but returning to these tyres 

towards the end of the group test, the overall 

performance of the wide-spaced, but sloped and 

siped tread was still a revelation. 

Whether we were flicking from berm to berm 

on rocky trail centres, carving fresh loam or 

flat-out across wet, off-camber root spreads, the 

XR4s stayed outstandingly surefooted and 

predictable, often letting us turn in tighter 

mid-corner than we dared hope on entry. They 

roll quickly enough to leave on all year and wear 

life is good, confirming their performance titles 

for this test. 

wwwtrekbikes.com

Bontrager XR4 

Team Issue 

27.5x2.35 

Cost-effective durability and decent 

rolling speed with good all-round grip 

Price £40 Weight 810g  
Width 57mm Height 53mm 
Outstanding and affordable 

WINNER
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W
aterproof jackets for £300-plus 

aren’t unusual, so can you get 

anything that works for less than 

£100? As it happens, yes, but it 

pays to be focused on what you 

want the jacket to do because 

when you’re on a budget you can’t 

have all of the features all of the time. The general 

trade-off is features versus fabric. A more 

minimal style compared with a multi-

pocketed one at the same price usually has 

better fabric, so if you use a pack not pockets, 

don’t pay for them. If you need a heavier 

weight jacket then look for pit zips or vents 

that will help keep you cool if the fabric isn’t 

super-breathable. Going lightweight? Stick to clean lines 

and minimal features and look at the quality of the fabric. 

The six jackets here all have slightly different end uses 

and we bore that in mind when testing them, so we’ve 

done most of the work for you.

Your tester
Russell Burton, tester and photographer

Russell rides more miles a month in pursuit 

of the perfect picture than most people do in 

six. It makes him an extremely demanding 

tester and he tells it like it is. To get the 

thumbs up any kit has to perform well and 

be comfortable all day. If something works 

for him it’s likely it’ll work for you too.

WATERPROOF JACKETS
A waterproof jacket is an essential. Here are six for smaller budgets

Turn to p10

our ratings explained

what to look for

ZIP GARAGE

The little ‘hood’ at the 
top of the front zip, which 
stops the puller digging 
into your chin when it’s 
closed to the top.

PIT ZIPS

Zips that run under the 
arm pits and down the 
side of the jacket to open 
up for extra ventilation.

TWO-LAYER FABRIC

One that has no backing 
finish to the waterproof 
coating inside. It makes for 
a lighter jacket but can 
feel slightly ‘rubbery’. 

DROP TAIL

A hemline that drops 
longer at the back than 
the front. Essential to 
your comfort in mucky 
weather, especially 
on longer rides.

WATERPROOF ZIP

Identified by rubberised 
strips that cover the teeth 
completely when closed, it 
can make them slower to 
operate so take care!

THREE-LAYER FABRIC

Where the waterproof 
membrane or coating 
has another layer on the 
inside – it adds durability 
and also makes for a 
smoother on/off.
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Altura has built a solid reputation on no-fuss clothing 

at sensible prices and the Attack 180 is no exception to 

that. We’ve found it to be especially good at crossing into 

a commute world where it doesn’t shout ‘bike’ when you 

pull it over your everyday clothes to pop out for lunch. 

The cut helps here – it’s easy enough to layer up 

underneath as needed, with a raglan sleeve that allows 

great shoulder movement, ensuring it doesn’t disappoint 

on the trail either. Somewhere between a heavier weight 

hardcore waterproof and shell, this jacket treads the 

middle ground well – it’s durable yet still squashes into a 

pack. Featuring two zipped handwarmer pockets, a 

dropped hem with drawcord, a zip garage and a long 

grabbable zip pull it has all the bits you need and none 

you don’t. The breathability isn’t high but it’s in line with 

what we’d expect for this price. Taller riders will wish for 

greater length through the body and the sleeves though. 

www.zyro.com

Altura Attack 180  

Waterproof Jacket

Price £90 

Basic styling and performance mean it has 

more of a casual appeal

Not the most breathable but a practical and 

well-priced waterproof

WATERPROOF JACKETS

£60-£100

Price £75 

Alpine Stars Descender

A price of £75 for a waterproof fabric jacket is 

bargainous but the trade-off is that the styling is pretty 

basic, the seams are not sealed and the cut not as 

refined as we’d have liked. For example, although it feels 

roomy enough through the shoulders when standing up, 

it feels tighter on the bike when your arms are forward, 

and the sleeves ride up. The fabric has a high crackle 

factor and despite a floating back yoke that allows some 

cooling air in it does get sweaty as soon as you start to 

put some effort in. The Descender does, however, have a 

back pocket, chest pocket and features a zip garage, 

reflective trim and longer-length zip pulls. But despite 

the decent amount of bike-friendly features we were 

always more comfortable using this during our pre-ride 

fettle and post-ride hanging around. It’s effectively a 

bike-friendly anorak and we’d be happy throwing it on 

over jeans for a pub jaunt, where the reflective trim adds 

a degree of reassurance and the styling wouldn’t look out 

of place, but’s it’s not ideal for full days on the bike.

www.i-ride.co.uk
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The Summit has a lot of features for the money, 

including a rear pocket, a chest pocket, long-length zip 

pulls, a zip-away hood and generous vents. The cut is 

roomy enough to layer up on colder days and allow 

plenty of movement on the bike too, while the drop tail 

is long enough even for this tall tester. It’s well-specified 

then in terms of functional features but the Summit 

wasn’t a favourite to actually ride in. The breathability 

isn’t high, but we wouldn’t expect that on a jacket at this 

price, and the long front vents do a good job of allowing 

plenty of cooling air in. Our issue is more with the feel of 

the jacket – it isn’t quite as refined in cut and 

construction as most of the others on test and that’s 

noticeable when riding. We were quite simply more 

aware of it. It’s another jacket that will do double duty 

on the commute though, as it goes over street clothes 

easily and it feels durable enough to last well – and 

that’s not to mention the visibility the eye-catching 

colour combination provides.

www.polaris-bikewear.co.uk

Polaris Summit Berghaus Hyper Smock

Price £100 Price £100 

Not the most comfortable to wear, but 

2X''	.+X�$|X ��) ��)��!!*- ��'X�+-$�X

Not the ideal bike cut, but super-light 

waterproof for all-round use

So tiny that it will attach unnoticed onto the strap of 

your pack, the VapourLight Hyper Smock at 75g takes the 

meaning of a lightweight jacket to a whole new level. 

Originally designed for trail runners it’s being picked up 

as a carry-at-all times extra layer by cyclists due to its 

incredibly small pack size. The (semi-transparent) fabric 

feels comfortable against the skin so even if you’re not 

planning on making use of the waterproof feature it’s an 

extra layer that you’ll barely notice taking along for the 

chill of a late spring afternoon descent. At this weight the 

only extra features are one chest pocket and a hood – 

both so simply styled the lines are as clean as it’s 

possible to be. It was also surprisingly breathable and we 

had to work hard to get any moisture build up at all, and 

what we did get dried fast. The one main downside to 

this jacket is that being designed for running, the cut 

isn’t perfect for the bike. However, if you need one 

all-rounder of this type we can’t recommend the Hyper 

Smock highly enough.

www.berghaus.com
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There are good jackets and there are jackets that you 

recommend to fellow riders again and again. The Endura 

MTR is one of the latter. Not because it has all of the 

bells and whistles but because it combines being 

beautifully minimal with providing eminently practical 

performance. Aimed squarely at the ‘keep it with you at 

all times’ sector, there are no weighty extras, just a slim 

(but not skinny) cut, deep dropped back hem and a little 

loop that tucks into the back collar, but will secure the 

rolled-up jacket in the corner of your pack. Or indeed 

back pocket. Yes, it’s that light (135g to be precise). The 

construction is very clean – a bonded bulk-free hem, 

simple elastic cuff and (the joy) a Velcro-free front flap. 

Stretch shoulder inserts give plenty of movement and 

are the surprise extra feature in such a well-priced jacket. 

We had expected there might be a compromise in 

durability due to the light weight and two-layer fabric 

used but after more than a year our original MTR still 

looks as good as new. Don’t leave home without one.

www.endurasport.com

B’Twin 700 Membrane

Price £60 

Unmatched quality and value in waterproof 

bike jacket

Light, waterproof, comfortable. Your new 

packable jacket!

A three-layer waterproof with bike-specific cut for £60, 

there must be some mistake? Well no, there isn’t. Out of 

the box the first thing that struck us was not only the 

quality of the fabric but also the construction – it’s of a 

standard we usually only see at three-figure price points 

that start with a two. There’s only one chest pocket, 

which has a waterproof zip, but there are two long pit 

zips (needed when you start to get warm), which are 

covered by a storm flap, and a drop tail that stays well in 

place thanks to a touch of elastic. The three-layer fabric 

does have a firm-ish feel when new as well as a faint 

crackle factor but that’s off-set by soft inner cuffs that 

extend well over the wrists with thumb loops for those 

who love them. There’s even a cut-out so you can easily 

view your multi-function sport GPS watch on the fly. To 

be picky we’d love a touch more room through the 

shoulders – adding a bulky mid-layer doesn’t feel as 

comfortable as it should – but other than that, for the 

money, this is outstanding.

www.decathlon.co.uk

Endura MTR

Price £90 

WATERPROOF JACKETS

£60-£100
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Orange Seal 

£13 for 8oz (£57.20/l)

Effetto Caffélatex 

£20 for 1 litre

Foaming action plugs holes 

fast but not the fastest

The best-performing sealant 

we’ve tested by some margin

O
range Seal’s thick latex solution 

contains particles of varying 

size to help plug holes, and it 

really seems to work. Even after 

wiggling our largest (6mm) screwdriver 

back and forth in the tyre, the hole was 

sealed after just two revolutions, and 

held over 40psi without leaking – 

several psi more than the others could 

manage. The sticky solution plugged 

sidewall punctures with less persuasion 

too. Even a prick straight through both 

sidewalls was sealed after a little 

shaking. We’re impressed. 

Orange Seal says it works at its best 

for 30-45 days in the tyre. We’ve left 

ours in there for a month and it’s still 

working. It’s pricey, though.

www.extrauk.co.uk

T
his Italian-made sealant is 

claimed to foam-up, allowing it 

to better coat the inside of the 

tyre. It also contains tiny 

particles to help clog up holes. When 

we removed our comically large 6mm 

screwdriver from the tyre, it sealed 

almost instantly. Even after wiggling the 

screwdriver around, it plugged the hole 

on the second revolution of the wheel, 

making it a slightly faster hole-plugger 

than Stan’s. After shaking the tyre 

vigorously, we expected the foaming 

action to plug sidewall holes easily but, 

like Stan’s, it still required the hole to be 

at the lowest point. It’s the cheapest on 

test, though, and if you buy the 1-litre 

bottle, it’s surprisingly good value.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

TUBELESS TYRE SEALANT
Stan’s No Tubes 

£15 for 1 pint (£26.40/l)

Proven on the trail, but not 

quite as clingy as the others

S
tan’s is probably the best-known 

tubeless sealant for a reason – it 

works. We tested with identical 

quantities of each sealant in 

identical tyres, before puncturing them 

with progressively larger spiky things. 

After attacking a tyre with our largest 

spiky thing, a 6mm screwdriver, Stan’s 

sealed the hole after just one or two 

revolutions of the wheel. To make things 

harder, we stuck the tool in again and 

wiggled it from side to side. Stan’s still 

sealed up the tyre, but not as fast as the 

other two sealants here. We were able 

to re-inflate the tyre to 36psi before the 

seal broke again. Sidewall punctures 

sealed with a little encouragement but, 

again, took longer than the other two. 

www.paligap.cc 

WINNER
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W
hile grabbing a 

Whyte T-130C RS 

as my luxury 

long termer was 

a no brainer, the 

search for a 

second more 

affordable bike to handle the relentless 

test riding responsibilities our kit killing 

schedule creates was a lot harder. Or it 

was until we heard that Todays Cyclist.

were bringing in the MTB range from 

Polygon – the biggest bike manufacturer 

in the huge Indonesian market. Polygon 

have a history of making frames and 

bikes for some of the most progressive 

brands around so they’ve been involved 

in state of the art thinking for a while. 

The Collosus is definitely their own 

design though with an extensively 

hydroformed alloy front end and unique 

‘Floating Suspension System’ with the 

shock squeezed diagonally between the 

upper linkage and the curve of the 

forward extended chainstays. The whole 

organic looking single piece asymmetric 

carbon swingarm is a very visually 

striking piece of work. We like the fact 

they’ve gone to the trouble of rotating 

the shock 90 degrees to make the 

compression and rebound damping 

lever and dial really easy to reach too.

It’s riding well straight from the box 

too. The near 350mm bottom bracket 

height is relatively tall but not sketchily 

so and the 67 degree head and 73 seat 

angles are a decent balance for a 

140mm travel bike. While we’ll 

obviously play around with them over 

time the Fox Evo shock and fork are 

good, sound dampers too.

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

Mavic Crossmax SL Pro Thermo 
boot £135

(1) I’m nearly always disappointed by 

winter boots, but these new Mavics 

have given my feet the comfiest winter 

they can remember. Apart from a couple 

of times water has leaked in the top of 

the wraparound neoprene gaiter, the 

Gore-Tex liner has kept them dry and 

I’ve not had numb toes yet. The zipped 

flap helps splash-proofing and the 

tightening dial works great with cold 

fingers as long as it’s clean. The fit is  

secure without pinching circulation, sole 

stiffness allows purposeful pedalling 

and the Energy Grip Terra tread gives 

them confident climbing bite when your 

wheels can’t get you any further. 

www.mavic.co.uk

Gore Bike Wear Power Trail 
Windstopper soft shell 2 in 1 
trousers £159.99

(2) We’ve used Gore’s hybrid tight/

action-slacks at least twice a week this 

winter. The stretch Windstopper front 

fabric isn’t waterproof but it shrugs off 

most showers and puddle splashes as 

well as killing wind chill. The ‘maternity 

trouser’ waist fit can leave a draughty 

gap though and the stretchier, less 

weatherproof back fabric can soon get 

soggy from wheel spray. While they’ve 

held up without any significant sign of 

wear they are very expensive compared 

to most tights or waterproof trousers. 

www.goreapparel.co.uk

Guy’s Polygon Collosus T6 £2600

Guy Kesteven
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 11in > Weight 152lb

> Likes Leg burning, synapse crackling trails

650b, 140mm trail machine with an exotic pedigree
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Size tested Large

1

2
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I
’ve had a lot of trail-based 

enjoyment on the Lush to date, with 

some on and off-piste action at the 

Forest of Dean, Bristol local trails 

and over at Afan. While it may not 

be designed for the DH trails in the 

FOD, the truth is I’ve found there’s a 

lot of fun to be had on the easier 

options with the Trek Lush. 

 The lack of dropper post is making 

me appreciate modern technology. The 

hassle of getting on and off my bike to 

raise or lower my saddle, means I’m 

itching for a dropper now!

 The exceptionally wet weather in 

the UK has been showing up the 

limitations of the Bontrager XR3 tyres. 

While designed to suit a wide range of 

conditions, sloppy, deep mud and 

soaking wet roots are a step too far. I 

need something with a bit more bite. 

www.trekbikes.com

Ragley Wiser Carbon Riser Bars 
£100

(1) The original 660mm handlebars 

were far too narrow for my size and 

general riding style, so I’ve fitted more 

suitable 760mm bars from Ragley - 

although wider with the option to cut 

down would have been good. 

The Ragley Wiser Riser bars are 

carbon, reducing trail buzz, and weigh in 

around 220g, which helps cut the 

weight down on the aluminium Lush a 

little. The extra width and 25mm rise 

gives more leverage, more reach and 

therefore greater control. 

www.ragleybikes.com

Endura Wms SingleTrack Jacket 
£100

(2) With the poor recent weather, this 

jacket has been a necessity. The Endura 

SingleTrack jacket has some impressive 

waterproofing and packs down to a 

stowable size when not in use. It’s not 

the most breathable, especially given 

the warm temperatures the UK has 

been having, so the underarm zips are a 

welcome addition. Available in red, or a 

vivid purple, the women’s specific cut 

fits well and still provides ample room 

for layers underneath, and the jacket 

sizes up true.

www.endurasport.com

Aoife’s Trek Lush 27.5 £1500

Aoife Glass
> Age 34 > Height 5’8”> Weight 168lb

> Likes Rocky, remote singletrack in wild places

Size tested 17in

1 2

Poor weather can’t keep Aoife away from her lush Trek



T
raining has stepped up a 

gear with the race season 

is fast approaching, this 

means more hills and pain. 

Thankfully I’ve recently 

been testing a Quarq 

power meter enabling me 

to track the all important numbers, 

although the good old British weather 

has done its best to scupper these plans 

by lashing me with rain on nearly every 

ride. I don’t mind riding in the wet but 

my Teamelite has suffered – no matter 

how clean you keep a bike, water and 

dirt will always find a way in. The 

headset has come off worst and 

definitely needs replacing, while the 

elastomer frame insert seems to have 

lost some of its smoothness.

As I’ve had the bike since November 

this is to be expected and it’s well 

overdue a service, so I will be getting in 

touch with BMC soon. I’ve managed to 

wangle some fresh wheels and tyres 

from Stan’s and Vittoria, keep an eye out 

for a full review in the coming months.

www.evanscycles.com

Pedro’s Chainpig £24

(1) The Pedro’s chainpig is designed for 

both workshop and home use, sitting in 

the upper price bracket of chain 

cleaners. That being said it performs 

very well with larger bristles to get stuck 

into the filthiest chains. Another neat 

feature is the small metal hook, which 

attaches to your rear derailleur, allowing 

for hands free and mess free cleaning. 

You only need 1 fluid ounce of degreaser 

with the chain pig, so it’s fairly 

economical too. Yes the initial cost is 

pricey but it looks just like a pig so you 

can’t go wrong. 

www.pedros-europe.ch

Super B Anti-slip compound £16

(2) Super B specialise in making nearly 

every tool imaginable for you and your 

bike, including various maintenance and 

cleaning products. This anti-slip 

compound is designed for those all 

important parts that are prone to 

slipping even when tightened up to the 

correct torque. The main culprits are 

your bars, stem and seat post, so I did 

what it says on the tin (small pot) and 

applied a thin layer of what basically 

looks like grease combined with sand to 

said components. As of writing it’s 

worked well, with no slippage from my 

bars, stem or seat post. 

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

Joe’s BMC Teamelite TE01 XT £3499

21

Joe Norledge
> Age 29 > Height 6ft > Weight 139lb

> Likes Rides with lots of hills, pain, food

With race season around the corner, the TE01 needs some TLC
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T
he Bossnut and I have 

been enjoying the filthy 

conditions of late and I’ve 

continued to be impressed 

with this trail bike bargain 

whether on Welsh rock, 

man-made rough stuff or 

Devon and Somerset winter glop.

I’ve spent some time playing with 

the available suspension settings 

(rebound and air pressure) on the 

Rockshox Sektor Silver fork and while it’s 

never going to be the most cultured of 

front ends, I have been pleasantly 

surprised with its capable trail tracking 

skills and ability to absorb fair sized hits. 

That said, I’ve bottomed out the rear 

suspension at times resulting in the 

Schwalbe Hans Dampf 2.25 tyre 

upgrade rubbing on the seat tube – 

though fortunately I’ve only been able 

to detect this from the resulting paint 

damage. Whether running this slightly 

taller new tyre is causing this problem 

remains to be seen, but if so, Bossnut 

owners may be limited in tyre choice.

www.gooutdoors.co.uk

�-$!|)��0-1$1*-��''	�X--�$)�$�#*)X�
��.X £35

(1) This rugged phone case is a big 

upgrade over the Ziploc food bag I 

normally use for phone protection on 

the bike. While not waterproof as such, 

the case claims to ‘deflect wind blown 

rain’ and give your phone the ability to 

survive 6ft drops. While luckily I’m yet to 

fully test the big crash protection 

potential, I’ve had a few faceplants with 

no phone damage and used it in the 

rain without any leaks. Wrestling the 

phone in and out of the case can be 

tricky and the screen protector gives a 

slightly annoying lack of accuracy when 

using the on-screen keypad.

www.johnlewis.com

�/�)£.��0�X'X..�&$/�£60

Armed with a Bontrager Flash Charger 

and a Stan’s kit, it was tubeless time for 

the Bossnut. The WTB ST tubeless-ready 

rims have decent bead hooks, so with 

the Flash Charger making fairly light 

work of inflating the tyre (instead of the 

usual track pump blitz) tubeless setup 

should be a doddle. But perhaps 

because this was the first time I’d used 

rubber rim strips and tape (rather than 

just tubeless tape), it took a lot of faffing 

to get the tyres and tape to seat 

properly on the rims. Once on, there has 

been no noticeable loss of pressure and 

all has worked very well.

www.paligap.cc

Rich’s���'$�-X��*..)0/�£1000

Rich Owen
> Age 44 > Height 5ft 9in > Weight 150lb

> Likes Tough trails, big rides, eating leaves

Size tested 19.5

1

-����46=�������R��������Ý��Þ�����������������N�Þ�������Ý��Ý�Û
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Welcome to WMB’s Buyer’s 

Guide. Here you’ll find the 

top-rated bikes and bits of kit, 

cherry-picked from those we 

(and sister magazine MBUK) 

have tested, across every 

budget and style – everything 

from wispy cross-country 

hardtails to aggressive full 

suspension trail bikes and beyond. 

You can find a more in-depth review of these featured 

products on our website BikeRadar.com, so you can get as 

complete a picture as possible. We update this guide every 

month, making it your ultimate reference point from 

which you can make your next purchase with confidence.

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

  Choose your perfect bike and kit with 

     Britain’s best MTB buyer’s guide

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

+++++

Turn to p10

our ratings explained



At the lighter end of the scale, a 

fork for cross country or light trail 

use will tend to use 32mm 

stanchions and offer 100-140mm 

travel. Some are still available with 

9mm quick-release dropouts, but 

the extra stiffness and simplicity 

of a 15mm QR offers benefits, 

often without additional cost. For 

this sort of use a lockout or climb 

switch can be handy to stiffen up 

the fork on the fly.

For more aggressive trail and 

all-mountain riding, the enduro 

boom has supplied a glut of light, 

stiff and fantastically damped 

140-180mm forks. These use 

wider stanchions of 34 to 36mm, 

and 15mm axles are universal, as 

well as tapered steerer tubes and 

clearance for high-volume tyres. 

Depending on price, expect 

adjustable rebound and 

compression damping and the 

potential to adjust independently 

for high and low speed hits.

Downhill forks have stuck with 

the dual-crown design and have 

contributed a lot of the damper 

technology that’s now found in 

lighter ‘enduro’ forks. Travel is 

fairly standard at 200mm, but 

20mm axles are used in place of 

15mm ones.

If going lightweight is really 

your thing, and you enjoy long-

distance riding or bikepacking, 

then it’s worth considering 

whether you need the suspension 

element at all. Rigid carbon fibre 

forks can save a huge amount of 

weight, and when paired with 

plus-size or full fat tyres still give a 

comfortable ride. 

FORKS

Forks perform a tough job – 

keeping your front wheel glued to 

the ground for as much time as 

possible. As your riding takes you to 

gnarlier places and higher speeds, 

you might decide that a burlier 

chassis with wider stanchions and a 

damping system designed for 

aggressive riding will allow you to 

stay on top of the front wheel and 

take some of the uncertainty out of 

those precision line choices. 

 At the other end of the 

spectrum, an upgrade from a basic 

fork to a mid-range one will often 

drop a lot of weight by using lighter 

materials, such as aluminium 

stanchions rather than steel ones 

and, again, should offer greater 

damping control and adjustability. 

Why should  

I upgrade?

What should I look for?

HOW
TO BUY
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Let’s assume you’re upgrading 

from an older or relatively basic 

fork. Mid-range XC/trail forks start 

from around £350, which you can 

expect to have the same chassis 

features as more expensive forks, 

but slightly less sophisticated 

internals and limited damping 

adjustment available than their 

more expensive siblings. Space age 

construction and more sophisticated 

damping will add up to a lighter and 

more capable ride, but will demand 

more from your wallet, with 

RockShox’s inverted RS-1 fork 

costing £1400 and requiring a new 

front hub to boot. All-mountain and 

enduro forks are a little pricier, 

starting from around £450 and 

going right up to the £1000 mark 

for top-of-the-range models. 

Downhill forks go up in price again, 

starting from the £600 mark, while 

top-end forks like Fox’s 40 will set 

you back closer to £1500. 

There are still plenty of forks for 

26in wheels and they can often be 

found with hefty discounts!

How much 

should I spend?

If you feel like you’re not getting 

enough from your current forks, 

don’t be afraid to explore different 

settings before you write them off 

– a great fork will always feel 

terrible if set-up incorrectly. Bike 

Setup makes an app that will help 

you get your suspension settings 

dialled. Even experimenting with 

tyre pressures can dramatically alter 

how a bike feels and how much grip 

is on offer, so don’t be too quick to 

change an expensive component 

when other changes cost nothing.

Forks also need a degree of 

maintenance to keep doing their job 

well, so if your forks are feeling 

sluggish or unresponsive it’s likely 

that a full service will get them back 

to top condition. 

If you still feel the need for a 

stiffer, lighter or more adjustable 

fork though, it could be well 

worthwhile to take advantage of 

some of today’s super-capable trail 

and all-mountain forks in particular.

How do I  

know if I need 

new forks?

It can be tempting to add a longer 

fork to your bike to make it a more 

capable descender, but this can 

have its drawbacks. A longer fork 

alters the bike’s geometry and can 

leave it feeling unstable and 

sluggish when steering. It can also 

void your warranty, so if in doubt 

check with the manufacturer before 

buying. As a general rule, adding 

more than 20mm beyond a bike’s 

stock fork travel tends to have more 

negative effects than positive ones.

Anything else I 

should know?

Compression/rebound  

damping – A means of controlling 

how quickly a fork compresses or 

returns to its original length. Too 

much damping will make a fork 

unresponsive and harsh, while 

too little will make it feel like a 

pogo stick. 

Stanchion – The upper tube that 

slides in and out of the lower legs of 

the fork. These require basic 

maintenance to avoid friction 

preventing them from sliding 

smoothly.

Dual/single crown – Most forks 

have a single crown joining the  

two stanchions, sitting beneath  

the frame’s headtube. Downhill 

forks add a second crown above  

the headtube to add strength  

and stiffness.

What does the 

jargon mean?
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430  
Despite this being its first attempt at a bike range, Go 
Outdoors has hit the nail on the head with this well-specced, 
great-value bike. The nine-speed Shimano gears and hydraulic 
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well shaped frame, 
while the coil-sprung RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

CARRERA VULCAN £360  
The Vulcan offers class-leading handling and spec at a great 
price – provided you can live with the weight. Despite a few 
niggles it’s one of the best beginner bikes available (for the 
money it’s exceptional) – it comes highly recommended. With 
a well-balanced ride feel, it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

VOODOO BIZANGO  £600  
Confidence inspiring, fun, and comes in at a highly 
competitive weight for a 29er in this category. Smart spec 
makes the most of the budget on offer, with tyres and bolt-
thru fork particular highlights. A genuine class leader that can 
put far pricer bikes to shame. 

DIAMONDBACK HEIST 2.0 £650  
This pocket-friendly trail weapon is a diamond in the global 
market of the big brands’ affordable but bland bikes. Sorted 
trail-specific geometry, wide bars and a host of spec highlighs, 
such as the RockShox Sector forks, make the Heist stand out 
from the crowd and a rowdy 650b bike for any trail.

PINNACLE RAMIN FIVE £990  
Some smart design from Evans’ in-house brand Pinnacle and 
a decent spec mean the Ramin Five has a really enjoyable and 
versatile ride. A supple back end and top performing RockShox 
Reba forks give comfort and control, while the geometry can 
handle a huge range of riding. 

MARIN NAIL TRAIL 9.6 £800 
Surprising us from the off, the Nail Trail is a hugely competent 
yet fun-riding trail hardtail. The 1x10, 11-42t drivetrain and 
15mm bolt-thru RockShox Recon fork will leave other product 
managers scratching their heads. Light weight, fast rolling 
tyres and decent drivetrain give a fast ride too.

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL

HIGH END
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HAIBIKE FREED 7.1 £1400  
Haibike has combined a carbon frame with decent kit on this 
budget orientated yet perfectly raceable bike. The frame is 
stiff yet relatively comfortable, totally futureproofed and the 
suspension and wheelset would be at home on pricier bikes. 
One of the best entry level XC bikes on the market.

GT HELION COMP £1300  
740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike and hint at 
more control and chaos taming potential than you’d expect in 
this category. The complex Independent suspension system, 
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion O2 shock, helps 
create a remarkably smooth ride for a bike at this price point. 

BOARDMAN FS PRO £1400  
Boardman’s blanced geometry might be trail tuned, but it’s 
no slouch on XC trails too. The updated rear end has a bolt-
thru axle, as does the RockShox Revelation up front. While we 
really liked the the SRAM Guide RS brakes and the Schwalbe 
Nobby Nic tyres, the X9 drivetrain is outclassed by some rivals.

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499 
The Anthem has mellowed over the past couple of years, and 
it’s now as much of a friendly, neutral bike as happy on the 
trail as it is on the race course. The Maestro suspension is 
plush, helps the bike hug the ground and matches the bike’s 
relaxed attitude, while the spec is great value for money.

ENTRY LEVEL
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SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099  
In a straight line the 950 is a rocketship, with corners only 
slowing it slightly. The Syncros 700mm wide bars and 
80mm long stem cockpit combo give enough control 
through turns. The 2x10 Shimano groupset allows you to 
efficiently hit the climbs and the only upgrade it we’d like 
out of the box are a set of slightly wider bars. 

SCOTT SPARK 760 £1499  
With a World Cup winning heritage the Spark is a great XC 
race bike, that’s also comfortable on more ‘fun’ trails. The 
760 lacks bar-mounted suspension controls, but the X-Fusion 
shock controls pedal inputs nicely. Maxxis Icon tyres roll fast, 
but there’s compromises in the drivetrain.
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FELT EDICT 3 £2599  
The 71.5-degree head angle means busy steering that needs 
looking after on fast or rocky/rooty descents, but is a real 
advantage when whipping the 29er front wheel in and out 
of tight turns or weaving through technical trouble. The full-
carbon frame plus cost effective performance of Shimano 
Deore stop and go gear make the Edict 3 excellent value. 

ORBEA OIZ H50 £2399  
With a semi customisable spec and laser sharp race handling, 
it’s small wonder this Basque brand have a well-stocked cross 
country trophy cabinet. Despite being the cheapest bike in the 
range, it uses carbon fibre for both front and rear triangles, 
and it’s available with either 650b of 29er wheels. A solid and 
functional pick of components rounds out a great racer.

SCOTT SPARK 720 £2899  
A versatile marathon/XC bike that’s unashamedly Euro-
looking. Despite this, it’s a modern bike that’s at home on 
regular trails too. Scott have balanced stiffness with weight , 
with a carbon front end matched with alloy rear. Kit is good, 
but there’s room for easy weight loss wins.

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT 29 £1149*  
The Superlight shares all the durable, communicative charms 
of SC’s original single-pivot chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg 
frame is light enough that, even with one of their basic 
Shimano Deore build kits, it never drags its heels out of 
corners or on climbs.

SANTA CRUZ HIGHBALL  £599*  
The Highball’s racy character is immediately apparent. The 
long toptube stretches you out allowing you to take in plenty 
of oxygen and the handling is fast but not nervous. The frame 
can take forks up to 120mm, so it’s a versatile big wheeled 
beast for racetrack or trail. 

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2599 
Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the Lux back. We 
loved riding it and how impulsively fast it made us hammer 
the trails, despite leaving us exhausted and soaked in sweat. 
You’re getting a quality, well-featured frame with superb kit 
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/X9/X0 
controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox suspension pairing. 

MID RANGE
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CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM £5499  
The ultra-light frame is the smoothest hardtail  
race bike we’ve ridden, but still hugely power efficient through 
its Ai rear wheel. The Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer 
is equally impressive and even the XX1 transmission is 
enhanced by the Si crank. 

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC £4499  
Few bikes come close to being as poised and punchy yet 
still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s hardtails, and the 700 
RC is no exception. Spec highlights include the lightweight 
RockShox SID fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR 
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey Streem. 
One for explosively aggressive racers and riders.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 CC £7603   
This update to the fast and furious original improves things 
further thanks to revised suspension, a thru-axle rear end and 
a new carbon frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version 
we tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough to 
cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

SPECIALIZED CAMBER EXPERT CARBON EVO 29 

£4500  
The Camber Evo is a fun, assured, capable bike that pushes 
the boundary of what XC bikes are capable of. Supple 
suspension, quality kit and planted handling mean it’s a 
pleasure to ride day in day out.

KTM MYROON PRESTIGE 29 £3700 
The Myroon has Olympic blood running through its veins. Its 
smooth, fly-weight nature suits spinners rather than Thor-
like riders, but an impressive XTR based spec shows value 
consciousness. Rearward weight distribution lets it handle 
jumps and drops far better than you’d think.

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299  
The 710 uses an alloy rear-end with a carbon front, but that’s 
cost effective wisdom rather than a corner cutting con. Choose 
either 120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension, or 
push the TracLoc thumb lever and the rear shock becomes 
stiffer and travel drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 
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CALIBRE BOSSNUT £1000  
How the Go Outdoors super-chain managed to build and spec 
the Bossnut as it did for a grand is anyone’s guess. Stunning 
kit and a great ride means it’s one of our favourite bikes 
anywhere. To benefit from the low price you’ll need to sign 
up to the Go Outdoors bonus card, but it’s worth it just to get 
hold of the Bossnut.

WHYTE 901 £1200  
A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and wide bars 
mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for shy or retiring riders, 
but the mix of a proven tubeset and sorted componentry 
creates a fantastic blend of responsiveness and confidence 
that makes any sort of mountain biking a lot of fun.    

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 £1699  
The Spectral 6.0 comes with 140mm of travel at each end. 
Making the most of the mid size wheels it’s easy to flick the 
rear out mid air, and it’ll happily hop its way over roots and 
rocks. The Canyon comes into its own on corners with simple 
shoulder drops creating instantaneous changes of direction.

GENESIS TARN 20 £1900  
With its chubby tyres and plush steel frame, the Tarn is as 
smooth riding as hardtails come. The quality kit is also of 
note, giving a bike that’s far more capable than its rigid back 
end suggests. Some will love the easy rolling plus-size tyres, 
some may not, but this is a bike worthy of its score. 

PINNACLE IROKO 3 £1250  
Despite a weight-saving alloy frame, the Iroko avoids being 
super harsh and punishing on even the most technical 
of trails. A heavily sculpted frame back end gives a super 
compliant ride, while the kit bolted on is bang on for the 
money. To really make it really sing, add a dropper post.
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BOARDMAN TEAM FS 27.5 £999  
Boardman’s entry-level full susser gets a makeover and a few 
upgrades for 2016. The hydroformed triple butted alloy frame 
with contemporary angles, 740mm bars, 55mm stem, 650b 
wheels and 130mm of RockShox damped suspension form a 
controlled and responsive baseline at a great price.
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MONDRAKER FOXY XR £3199  
With a 160mm travel Pike RC in front of signature super-short 
30mm stem and 760mm bars, you get an even better view 
from the XR than 2014’s Trail Bike of the Year winner. Even 
with a minimal tread Maxxis Ardent front tyre we were able to 
rip the Foxy downhill at sickening speeds. 

CUBE STEREO 140 SUPER HPC TM £2999 
A superb spec including a SRAM 1x transmission and Rock 
Shox Pike fork paired to a quality full carbon 140mm travel 
frame mean that this Stereo is great value. Despite the value, 
Cube gets proper bike shop support, which is good as you’ll 
want to swing a leg over one to ensure you get the sizing right.

SANTA CRUZ 5010 CARBON C R AM £3099   
For 2015 you get the same front end and rear moulds as the 
super-expensive flagship Carbon CC frame. Top spec Maxxis 
tyres flatter the feel and performance of the Fox Float shock 
and RockShox Sektor fork. It’s not high end kit, but clever spec 
means superbike performance at an affordable price.

MID RANGE

YT CAPRA CF PRO RACE  £3227 (APPROX)  
The latest, and greatest Capra is one of the few bikes that 
get a full 5 star rating. BOS suspension, front and rear, and 
Mavic’s excellent CrossMax Enduro WTS are combined with an 
absolutely sorted frame, making it probably the best enduro 
bike on the market - beware though, to get the most out of it, 
you have to be dedicated with your suspension setting-up.

COMMENCAL META AM V4 RACE  £2650 (APPROX) 
 

The 160mm RockShox Pike provides flat-out chaos control 
over the toughest trails, while the impressive damping of the 
Monarch Plus shock shines through as the hits get harder. 
SRAM X1 transmission performs flawlessly as do the Guide RS 
brakes fitted.

WHYTE T-129 WORKS SCR £3099 
With 750mm wide bars, 40mm stem and Stealth routed 
Reverb dropper post, this isn’t your average short travel 29er. 
A RockShox Pike up front is mated to a Kashima-coated Fox 
Factory spec shock for big hit comfort. Its long, low and slack 
geometry provides superbly balanced trail poise. 
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NINER ROS 9 £900 (F/O)  
This big-wheeled steel hardtail may look out of place amongst 
big travel trail bikes, but the superbly supple ride and chaos 
calming handling means that it can hack it on some seriously 
tough trails. Beautiful build quality rounds out the package, 
but when you’ve fitted it with kit to match, it won’t be cheap.

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3199  
Direct sales means have Canyon always given great value, but 
they’ve hit the nail firmly on the head with this hard hitting 
160mm travel enduro specialist. Totally dialled extra long 
Race geometry uses with a special Shapeshifter equipped 
shock to change attitude on demand for up and down fun.

MONDRAKER VANTAGE RR+ £2399  
650b+ wheels and big tyres take the sting out of the stiff back 
end, while the game-changing Forward Geometry takes care 
of going very, very fast. Mud lovers should look elsewhere, and 
we’d upgrade to better tyres, but look past this and you have 
an incredibly capable hardtail.

VITUS ESCARPE VRX £2500  
Despite a having relatively small amount of travel at 135mm, 
the Escarpe delivers it in such a well controlled manner that 
you’ll be pushing far harder than you ever thought possible. 
With quality kit for the money it’s also a hard hitter on value, 
with only the slightly short and tall frame being an issue. 

MID RANGE

CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299  
The alloy version of the Strive is just as capable as it’s carbon 
brother, but in an even more wallet friendly package. Climbs 
are despatched with ease, while descents fly by at eye-
watering speeds. An even cheaper version without the 200g 
ShapeShifter system would be unbeatable.

WHYTE T-130 RS £2750  
After lagging behind the more progressive geometry Whytes 
last year, the T-130 has caught up with a stunning shape, 
matched to a spec list that’s high performance and well 
priced. The taut back end and rangey front means the T-130 is 
an absolute ripper on a wide range of trails.
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MONDRAKER DUNE CARBON XR £6599  
Mondraker’s revolutionary Forward Geometry is paired with 
an adjustable 160mm travel carbon frame and sublime Fox 
suspension. We’d make a couple of small spec tweaks, but 
the riding performance from this lightweight big-mountain 
behemoth is sublime. Pricey, but it’ll pay you back in spades.

YETI SB5C £5800  
Yeti’s new Switch Infinity suspension uses a free floating 
lower pivot to increase both pedalling efficiency and big hit 
compliance of the already light, tight and impressive handling 
127mm travel carbon fibre frame. Its premium performance 
and pedigree do come at a price.  

EVIL THE FOLLOWING £4799  
Evil bikes probably wouldn’t be the first people you’d think 
would make a 121mm 29er, but they’ve created an incredible 
machine that should get a cult following. The suspension is 
sublime, the frame faultless and the ride engaging, fun and 
unbelievably fast. A true class winner.

YETI SB6C X01 ENVE £7865  
It’ll seriously dent your bank account thanks to a carbon frame 
and kit that laughs in the face of a budget, but this Enduro 
World Series winner has serious pace and control. ENVE 
carbon rims and Fox Factory suspension paired to the clever 
Infinity Link suspension design give both speed and style. 

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS STUMPJUMPER 29 £6500 
 

It might be the little brother to the burly Enduro, but less 
travel doesn’t mean less fun for this 140mm bike. An updated 
frame with great geometry and kit means it’s one of the most 
capable trail bikes on the market today.

HIGH END

PYGA ONEFORTY650 PASCOE £4095  
The Pascoe has a subtle serial-killer calm character that 
teases your best riding out of you. The composed suspension 
is backed up by smart component choices. Decent value 
considering the spec and top performance makes it one of the 
most fun trail bikes on the market.
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GENESIS LONGITUDE £1000  
This rigid 29er adventure bike is fully kitted out for heading 
into the wilds for days at a time, but well considered 
geometry means that it’s actually a pleasure to hit sweeping 
singletrack as well as epic loops. 

CANYON STITCHED 360 £999  
If you want to hit up pump tracks and dirt jumps, then the 
tight handling of this little jump bike will be right up your 
street. A beautifully detailed but tough frame along with 
RockShox Pike DJ fork mean the odd tumble won’t harm it.

CANNONDALE CAADX RIVAL DISC £1400  
If you want a bit of cross training but don’t fancy the road, 
then a cyclocross bike can be just the thing to liven up your 
skills and fitness. A lightweight and well made frame paired 
to disc brakes mean you’ll be able to stop properly and  
well as go fast. 

NS BIKES FUZZ 2 £2600  
Better known for jump bikes rather than full-on downhill rigs, 
NS have hit the nail on the head with this 650b wheeled, 
200mm travel monster. Despite the relatively modest price, it’s 
all set to destroy anything that bike parks and downhill tracks 
can throw at it. Injury insurance is not included.

SHAND BAHOOKIE ROHLOFF £3090  
If you love big miles as well as handmade steel beauty, the 
Scottish-built Shand is the answer. This hub-geared Rohloff 
version is great for the maintenance-phobic too, while 29er 
wheels and decent geometry mean it’s not a drag when you 
want to have some fun too.

SARMA SHAMAN £1650 (FRAME & FORK)  
When you think of fat bikes, you don’t think of lightweight, 
but this carbon framed machine will float over snow and sand 
thanks to a feathery weight as well as the 4.7in wide tyres. It’ll 
also lighten your wallet a treat, with carbon rimmed, SRAM 
XX1 drivetrain equipped complete bikes available.
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SRAM XX1 £1010 
Despite years of intense use, SRAM’s original dedicated single 
ring setup continues to seriously impress. Shifting accuracy 
and drivetrain smoothness is superb across the wide ranging 
cassette. A genuinely game-changing gearset from SRAM that 
dominates top-end bikes.

SHIMANO XTR £802 �

By far the most aggressively indexed shift feel Shimano has 
ever released with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you can 
feel however rowdy the trail gets. A closer ratio 11-40 cassette 
gives smoother jumps between gears than SRAM’s 11 speed 
set ups, which suits XC racers.

SHIMANO XT 1X11 £378  
With a slight departure from the usual Shimano feel, the new 
XT is tight and accurate, if a touch heavier in feel than before. 
Shifter feel and build quality across the group is as good as it 
ever is with Shimano, however easily scuffed cranks is a minor 
niggle. Shimano’s legendary performance goes up a notch.

SHIMANO SLX 2X10 £640  
This package is light, durable and incredible value for money. 
Shifting is crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.  
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette option is ideal for 
trail centre blasting giving a decent range of gears. SLX brakes 
are also top performers, with plenty of power and feel.

SHIMANO DEORE £245  
Thanks to Shimano’s trickle down of tech, Deore’s on-trail 
performance is barely any different to SLX, and has features 
found on the priciest groups only a few years ago. Shifting 
is light, the chain is controlled by the Shadow+ mech and 
shifting across the cassette is excellent.

SRAM X1 £733  
Durability of SRAM’s affordable 11-speed setup so far has 
been on par with the already much improved longevity of 
SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all but the most weight-conscious 
riders. X1 components are a great option for those on pricier 
11-speed SRAM groups, as parts are interchangeable.
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SUPERSTAR TECH 4 DS25 £195  
This wide-rimmed enduro set represents killer value. The 
aluminium freehub and 27 points of engagement provided 
by the four pawls inside give a swift and solid pickup. All axle 
sizes are catered for with a quick and easy endcap change, 
and they’re tubeless ready from the off. 

AMERICAN CLASSIC WIDE LIGHTNING £600  
At 29.3mm wide internally, these wheels give a great profile 
to wider tyres up to 2.4-2.5”, yet at 1525g per pair they’re 
light too, giving snappy acceleration. Keep an eye on your 
bearings if you want them to endure as long as possible 
though, as the seals are relatively basic.

SPANK BEAD BITE OOZY TRAIL 29 £450  
The rim design and three-cross lacing gives a stiff but not too 
harsh feel on rough trails. They come set up for 15mm front 
and 142x12mm rear axles but adaptors are included. Spank’s 
Beat Bite technology gives a knurled bead for extra tyre bead 
safety and less tubeless burping. Reliable 29er trail wheels.

FULCRUM RED POWER 27.5 HP £250  
At just over 1700g for the pair, these wheels are competitive 
with cross country wheels over double the price. Their light 
weight helps with acceleration, meaning they’re a great 
lightweight, smooth rolling option for narrow tyre users  
on a tight budget. 

JRA TRAIL DOG CARBON £749  
Hand-built in Sheffield, JRA’s off-the-peg carbon wheels 
give great tyre profile and performance with their 28mm 
internal width. Stiff tracking yet compliant nature feels like 
a suspension upgrade, while Bitex hubs are top performers. 
Complete price is great, given the Derby rims are £290 each.

BIRD AM 35 £750  
Bird have thought long and hard about their wheels with 
lower-tension spokes for a softer build, an upgraded 36t 
version of the DT Swiss freehub and 30mm internal width rim 
for great tyre profiles. An extra £100 gets you a pair of quality 
tyres and all the gubbins needed to go tubeless.
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SPECIALIZED BUTCHER GRID £35   
Very well priced yet high performance all-round trail and 
enduro tyre from the Big S. Sticky compound gives grip in all 
conditions. The tread clears well in mud too. Beefy sidewalls 
give puncture protection and pleny of tyre stability. Perhaps a 
touch narrow, but this boosts mud performance.

MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C MAXX TERRA EXO TR £54  
 

There’s no shortage of grip from the triple compound 3C 
rubber, but it’s still fast enough to be used on either end 
without killing rolling speed. A proper all-year-rounder option 
on the front - adding a DHR to the rear gives a matching set.

BONTRAGER XR4 TEAM ISSUE £40  
The XR4 Team Issue feels reassuringly solid on the trail 
without you having to work too hard to accelerate and it 
sustains speed well. Tread life is good even if you’re heavy 
on the brakes. The rounded profile and supportive side lugs 
ensure surefooted cornering performance.

MAVIC CROSSMAX CHARGE £50  
A fantastic way to glue your bike’s front end onto any trail 
if you don’t mind suffering a bit on the climbs, thanks to its 
relatively soft compound. The wide spaced tread clears dirt 
quickly so even in filthy conditions it never clogs or surfs. It 
seals easily for tubeless running too. 

SPECIALIZED GROUND CONTROL 2BLISS £35  
The latest version of Spesh’s legendary MTB tyre has an 
excellent price tag as well as excellent performance. What 
it lacks in rolling speed it makes up for with the eager and 
responsive nature it’s low weight affords. Grip is impressive 
too, while the cut-resistant carcass holds up well.

SCHWALBE ROCK RAZOR  EVO SUPER GRAVITY 

TRAILSTAR £55   
The 4-ply side, 2-ply top casing gives loads of grip at low 
pressures, while also giving plenty of stability too. The low 
profile central knobs roll easily, while the transition to the 
softer compound side knobs gives confidence in corners.
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SHIMANO DEORE M615 £90  
We’ve had consistent and impressively controlled 
performance from every one of the many sets of Deores we’ve 
used on test bikes. We’ve run them light with 160mm rotors 
and all the way up to 200mm in gravity situations. These are 
all the brake you really need at an affordable price. 

SRAM GUIDE RSC £185  
The new range of Guide brakes is aimed at the trail/enduro 
riders. A piggyback reservoir configuration helps increase fluid 
volume and improve consistency when the brakes heat up 
and there’s plenty of on-lever adjustment too. One of the best 
out there for trail and all mountain riders.

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987 £222  
A fantastic blend of low weight and single finger control, with 
useful heat-eating upgrades. The magnesium and carbon body 
helps keep weight low, while the three-layer sandwich rotor 
performs better when hot. A totally trouble-free race brake 
with power, reliability and titanium bolts! 

CLARKS M2 £20  
Clarks has always offered great value for money, and at £40 
for the front and rear set, the M2 is a game changer. Braking 
isn’t as touchy feely as some, but not completely wooden 
either. Shimano brake pad compatibility means you’ll never be 
unable to find replacements either. 

HOPE RACE E4 STEALTH £220  
Lancashire built brakes with great reliability and back-up. 
There’s plenty of power from the 4 pistons, with nice, crisp 
feedback, while the svelte lever minimises bar bulk. Ti and 
alloy bolts help keep weight low compared to other four 
piston brakes, as does Hope’s floating rotor. 

SRAM GUIDE ULTIMATE £229  
Benefitting from an upgraded lever and caliper, the Ultimate is 
the most consistently performing brake from the Guide family. 
New pistons and heat-protection give solid performance all 
the way down a mountain, while the carbon lever and lever 
bearings rather than bushings are smooth too.
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ROCKSHOX YARI RC SOLO AIR £550  
Without breaking the bank, RockShox have built a fork that’s 
suitable for a wide range of trail bikes. A very impressive 
chassis is bolstered by improve Motion Control damper that 
only starts to feel stretched on the fastest, roughest, gnarliest 
of trails. Veritably a forkin’ bargain for any 120-180mm bike.

ROCKSHOX LYRIC RCT3 £820  
Despite ‘only’ 35mm stanchions, thicker walls and a beefed 
up brace mean the Lyric has plenty of stiffness when 
compared to the Pike. Ground sucking grip and bug-hit 
handling boost control, while adjustability means plenty of 
tuning options for advanced riders.

BOS DIZZY 29 120 £750   
With one of the best dampers out there for XC forks, the Dizzy 
manages to get away with a slightly flexy chasis, as grip and 
control is like no other. Despite its low 1,630g weight, the 
Dizzy is a perfect match for any of the new, short-travel, aggro 
29ers out there.

SUNTOUR AURON RC2 £380  
The RC2 is as smooth off the top as a Pike, with a naturally 
progressive air spring that that keeps it riding consistently 
mid stroke unless you really need full travel. Low and high 
speed compression damping work well too, giving more 
tuning capability than many forks at this price. 

MARZOCCHI 350CR £430   
A 2015.5 release fork, the 350CR is a real bargain that doesn’t 
have performance woes. Adjustability is good, and servicing is 
very easy. It might be a bit vocal when pushed, but damping 
control is excellent, especially considering the price. Reliability 
has been top notch on long term test rigs.

 
X FUSION SWEEP ROUGHCUT HLR £550   
For the money, this has to be one of the top performing longer 
travel forks on the market. The new Roughcut damper offers 
high and low speed compression control, giving plenty of 
tuning options. The chassis balances stiffness with weight.
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SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL £70   
Reliability’s long been the strong point of Shimano pedals, 
and the XT Trails don’t disappoint. Once the cleat is engaged 
they provide enough support for truly positive input from your 
feet through the pedals. Mud shedding is reasonable, thanks 
to the well cut-away cage, which also aids engagement.

NUKEPROOF ELECTRON EVO £35  
With more pins and a redesigned face offering increased grip 
on the durable and light nylon body, Nukeproof has turned a 
good pedal into a great one, and at a very reasonable price. 
Adjustable pins are a nice touch, and the twin cartridge 
bearings and DU bushing have proved reliable so far.

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH  £43  
These strong, grippy pedals give a performance that matches 
others at up to three times their price. 10 pins sit in a concave 
platform, giving loads of grip. Smooth, taut sealing sees them 
spinning true after considerable trail abuse, and there’s a 
multitude of colours to choose from.   

DMR V12 MAG £70  
With this slimmed down 350g version, you’ll get better 
clearance than the previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded 
pins each side are removable and offer excellent grip, 
bolstered by the concave shape, which is also shallower, 
giving more wiggle room over rocks.  

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 £75  
A large platform and replaceable pins provide great traction, 
almost feeling quite flat pedal like when you’re unclipped - 
it’s no wonder Mallets are popular with the gravity crew. The 
mechanism clears mud well, but relase tension is light. If you 
don’t want to feel to rigidly clipped in, these might be for you. 

SHIMANO RACE M540 £45  
Without a cage, Shimano’s Race pedals are better suited to 
stiffer-soled shoes. At 22g less than an XTR Trail pedal, the 
M540s are light without the price tag. A crisp, predictable feel, 
with adjustable release tension, and top relibility, thanks to 
the cup and cone style bearings are Shimano’s trademarks.
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FI’Z:K GOBI M5 MAG £85  
While the Gobi’s rounded shape certain divides opinion in 
terms of comfort, this is a very well put together saddle. 
The Microtex outer shell gives a great balance of grip and 
movement. Reinforced edges defend the saddle from crash 
and the upper section sits on manganese rails.

BONTRAGER MONTROSE ELITE £90  
This aggressively shaped saddle suits the requirements of 
both XC racers and all-day riders. Padding is minimal, but 
density is spot on and the shell offers plenty of comfort 
enhancing compliance – aided by the titanium rails. Grip is 
less than we would like, but otherwise an excellent package.

WTB VOLT PRO £55  
The deeply scooped side profile gives a huge amount of 
support. Padding is firm and plentiful, making for a great 
choice for a long day’s riding. The lifted whale-tail can make 
it hard to shift right back on descents, but helps keep you 
securely in place when you want to be.

FABRIC ALM ULTIMATE £225  
If money is no object and you’re after a seriously lightweight 
(139g), yet tough and comfortable saddle, then look no 
further. A dipped nose combined with plenty of sit bone 
support in the rear, make for a saddle that excels when 
climbing. Sightly sharp edges can be harsh on the thighs.

SELLE ITALIA SLR XC £110  
If getting the miles in at speed is your thing, then the SLX XC 
could be the saddle you’ve been yearning for. The long nose 
aids climbing, while the firm feel keeps things comfortable 
all day. Weighing in at 160g, this is a light saddle. Quality 
construction completes a high performance package.

CHARGE SPOON CROMO £25  
Coming £200 cheaper than it’s Fabric stablemate, the Spoon 
shows that Charge can also cut it at the other end of the 
financial spectrum. A slightly curved profile and tapered 
rear give a really good base of support while allowing easy 
freedom of movement. At 273g, weight is its only drawback.
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BONTRAGER LITHOS £70  
The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the outer shell coming in 
a range of colours and designs. 19 vents are set into the shell 
for ventilation, aided by internal channeling. Up front there’s a 
flat visor that’s adjustable with three different positions. The 
Lithos is comfortable, ideal for all day riding.

SCOTT STEGO £120  
Scott provide plenty of protection with the Stego and plenty 
of back drop and more coverage around the temples. A MIPS 
insert and smooth shell mean less rotational forces and 
snagging in a crash for safety. Ventilation is great for the 
coverage on hand and decent adjustment aids comfort.

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100  
An enduro-specific lid that offers comfort and ventilation to 
rival most cross-country helmets. The back is dropped low 
to maximise coverage around the base of the skull while 
the shell also drops infront of the ears to provide yet more 
protection. A long visor keeps the sun well out of your eyes. 

MET PARACHUTE £170  
With full full-face safety certification, the Parachute is the 
lightest, most airy full-face lid out there, which makes it 
more than usable on the trail. Low weight, good visibility 
and great adjustability means comfort for all and it’s not as 
claustrophobic as many full-face lids can be.

SCOTT WATU £35  
At £35 the Watu puts pricier lids to shame. Ventilation is 
good thanks to decent vents and internal channels - remove 
the bug net to improve this further. It’s comfortable, light and 
adjustable, even in its one-size-fits-all guise. A top performing 
budget helmet.

SPECIALIZED AMBUSH £120  
Specialized have put together almost the perfect package with 
the Ambush. Plenty of protection is backed up with ventilation 
that makes some XC lids feel like a sauna. A well-adjustable 
visor and sorted straps mean you can set the lid up to fit and 
perform perfectly.
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FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115  
Five Ten has used a distinctly stiff sole unit to back up the 
SPD bolt-hole equipped base. There’s no flop or flex either 
side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ shoes so your feet won’t ache 
or cramp after hours on your bike, even with less supportive 
pedals. The velcro/lace system is comfortable and secure. 

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115  
The Impact has been a favourite of flat pedal users since it 
arrived. The outers have been slimmed down to make them 
lighter than the original but the same super-sticky sole is still 
the highlight. A hydrophobic coating aids drying, and they 
don’t get as heavy when wet than other Five Ten models. 

SHIMANO AM41 £90  
The AM41s are one of our favourite flat pedal shoes. They’re 
a fantastic blend of weight versus protection, pedalling 
stiffness versus off-bike comfort and splash-proofing versus 
breathability. The Vibram sole gives plenty of grip without 
feeling too wooden, both on and off the bike.

B’TWIN 520 £70  
The big sole lugs are better quality and less treacherous than 
most budget shoes, making them safer in hike-a-bikes and 
dabs.  With just two small mesh strips in the synthetic leather 
upper they’re relatively weatherproof out of the box and easy 
to turn fully splashproof. 

DHB M1.0 £33  
Yep, that’s £33 for the pair. The 3 velcro straps, once 
tensioned correctly, give a comfortable, secure fit, and while 
the upper is a touch plastickey, there’s ample ventilation. The 
sole is stiff enough for high-powered efforts, and the rubbery 
lugs give good grip on hard, wet surfaces too.

SHIMANO XC 90 £320  
The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 90 an incredibly 
comfortable shoe, despite the stiff carbon sole. The stiffness 
in the sole means power transfer is impressive, while the 
adjustable insole means comfort for a wide range of foot 
shapes. Velcro straps and a buckle add plenty of security.
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THE LAST WORD

Y
ou all right bud?” came the call. “Yeah, 

no trouble mate, just need a minute to 

shake it off – I’ll catch you all at the 

bottom.” The last three in the train 

shuttle past, the dog walkers wonder off 

and my face creases in the pain I’d used 

all the skills my B at GCSE drama taught 

me to hide. Bastard tree. That hurt!

I was on new trails, on a fancy new bike, with a load 

of people I didn’t know, and I’d just shoulder-barged a 

tree after cocking up a drop on to six-inch-deep mud in 

front of everyone. It was the second trail of the day, an 

hour and 40 minutes’ drive from home, and I’d already 

turned up late – I’d turned into ‘that guy’.

With the trail to myself I got back on (once I’d 

un-creased my face), clipped in and got all of a metre 

before I realised something was actually properly 

wrong. I wasn’t just sore. This wasn’t just a bit of 

bruising. I’d actually hurt myself. By the time I got to 

the bottom of the trail it was obvious my day was over 

“My face creases in the 

pain I’d used all the skills 

my B at GCSE drama 

taught me to hide”

Tom Marvin’s broken himself, all 

in the name of bike testing

– I put a brave face on, but inside I knew I’d screwed 

something up. With directions back to my van I 

scuttled off, one-handed.

What followed was the most agonising drive ever, 

my left shoulder totally incapable of shifting the heavy, 

long-throw Transit gear stick. After getting my 

housemate to help me remove my top (“never, ever, 

mention this to anyone”) and drive me to A&E, I was 

radiated with X-rays. While no bones were broken, I 

had separated my shoulder.

Being off the bike for more than a week or so is a 

new experience for me. My Facebook and Instagram 

feeds are full of friends and acquaintances off riding 

their bikes, opportunities to ride new trails have come 

and gone with a “sorry mate, bust my shoulder haven’t 

I”. I swear the number of phone messages and texts 

has dropped massively now that people know I can’t 

ride. What happens if they forget about me altogther?!

 I’ve had to explore other ways to keep active, merely 

to save others from an un-exercised, grumpy Tom. I’ve 

watched longingly as mountain bikers whizz past while 

I’ve trudged up Welsh hills and, god forbid, I’ve actually 

been on a turbo trainer – horrendous things.

One thing that hasn’t suffered has been my wallet. 

While I’ve had to endure Bristol’s dire bus service, I’ve 

also not spent weekends driving around the South 

West in search of trails, burning fuel and financing 

French bridge builders and their tolls. Silver linings…



Don’t Quit Your Day Job…Yet

 

Wakeup. It’s still dark out.

Food. Coffee. Squeeze in an hour of intervals.

Get the kids fed. More coffee.

Glycogen window is closing.

Off to school. Off to work.

Stare at the screen.

Home. Still 30 minutes of light left.

Hill repeats. Repeat.

Day after day. Week after week.

Registration is open.

 

Get to sleep early. Wake up even earlier.

Pin the number. Line up. Swallow the nerves.

This is going to hurt. This won’t break me.

This is going to be Epic.

specialized.com/epic




